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Qiapter 1. 
1.1. Jitafiz^ 
G^tog«aeties is a vtry important branch of Selenca. 
It d«scrib«s the fimdasflrital aspects of the science of l i f e , 
it deals with the structure of the cell with special reference 
to the ohroaosoaies and the genes and the relatlm of these 
to various genetic phenomenon of heredity and development. 
The science of cytogenetics i s , therefore, of fundamental 
importance to mankind. It helps tis not only to understand 
the various ph«iomenon concerning l i f e but it is also of 
great practical importance. It is important in Agriculture, 
horticulture, animal breeding, in medicine and in sociology. 
Qrtogeneties and plant breeding of angiosperms are 
of great importance for humanity, Angiosperms are the source 
of almost innumerable products which are util ised by mankind 
in many ways. Almost a l l our food comes directly or indrectly 
from angiosperms. Cereals, millets, pulses, sugar, vegetables 
and fruits are a l l obtained from angiosperms. Tea, coffee, 
cocoa, and spices are the products of angiosperms. In 
addition to food, plants provide us with a great variety of 
fibers and timbers which are i^ed in the manufacture of 
cloth.ing and shelter. A very large number of our drugs are 
obtained from angiosperas. 
Plant breeding of anglospax«s Is of special iaportanee 
fron the polat of riw of food t^pply* m th« husan popQlatlcn 
of the uorld is increasing rapidly day by day, adequate Bupply 
of food has becoaa a problem. Plant breading of angiosperms 
is a very important sethod of solving this problea. 
Plant breeding aims at improving existing crop plants 
and in additiao, its %im is at evolving nev varieties and 
speeies of erop plants vith a oossbination of desirable qualities 
vhich never existed before. One serious probleti in growing 
food plants is their susceptibility to various diseases whieh 
reduced yield. The eoiaon method of ecRtrolling this problea 
is the use of various ehitaicals as fimgieides, insecticides, 
pesticides etc. But these chemicals are also poisonous to 
man. Th(>refore, their use is highly dangerous. Many deaths 
have resulted fron consuiaing food grains, fruits and vegetables 
treated vith such chemicals, Svan i f the chemicals are used 
in lov ccncaatr&tioQ, they oay not eat^e death, but their 
continuous use is injurious to huaan health. Plant breeding 
provides a better solution of solving this problem of control-
ling plant disease. Plant breeding aias at evolving new crop 
plants that will be resistant to various disease by virtue 
of their special genetic constitution. If this can be achieved, 
there will be no need of treating the plants with chemicals 
that are so dangerous. 
t > 
Xhi» dissertatloQ is in part fulf i lamt of th« 
requir««Qt for the M. Phil degr««. The dissertation presents 
a general aceoimt of the subject, v&rious set hods issed in 
pl^it breeding including rtcffit techniques l ike mutation, 
breed^g and induction of polyploidy* the tectoiques of the 
various aspects of plant breeding are described. A revlev 
of earlier work on hybridisation, autatian breediag, induction 
of polyploidy etc* is presented in the relevant chapters and, 
therefore, a si^arate chapter on review of literature is not 
included. To emphasise the results achieved with plant 
breeding certain specific examples have bem selected instead 
of giving a general review. The exasples selected are wheat, 
maixe and tobacco. 
4^  
Chap t a r 2* 
2. BHBBDINO H^THOOS I OB. PL.JiT UPl^ VaMEKTS 
The various laethods of plant Issprovwnmt from giin«tio 




(4) Mutation braeding 
(5) InduotiOQ of polyploidy 
3.1* lflU9auct4qil 
Th« origins of oany of the field cropi grown in South 
and Southeast i^ia and the records of the i r early cultivation 
or introduction Into this area are mostly lost In antiquity. 
This includes each coiaaoaly cultivated crops as r ice , vheat, 
barley, Jute, sorghua, mil lets , pulses and sugarcane. A fev 
of the important cultivated crops which originated into 
3outhea8t /usia at a comparative sKire recent date. 
Early introductions were made for the most part by 
traders and diverse varieties and strains were imported by them. 
3y the process of t r i a l and error the varieties with the best 
ecological adaptation to the various crop producing regions 
gradually became known, and this use was extended in those 
regions. 
U 
the iait lal s t ^ io a br«edi&g prograaa* vlth any erop 
is to aceu!BUlat« a oollecticn of divtrse g«iotypes vhleh m&y 
b« used as source material TOT desirable ganes, fhe gsna 
plasm collections may Include both local and exotic strains 
of the cxops species and closely related species* While the 
breeder laay collect local strains from the cultivator or from 
other breeders near by states. 
In India, the introduction maintenance and evaluation 
of plant materials are vested in a division of plant introductioa 
with headquarters at the Indian Agricultural Heseareh Institute, 
i^ ev Delhi over 25,000 indiginous and exotic plant or seed 
collections have be«R made and e:q}lor&tiaQS in India and 
surromding areas, plant and seed materials maintained by the 
division are st^plied to plant breeder* in India and materials 
are exchanged vith other countries. The lo^ort of living 
materials into India must be accompanied by a certificate of 
health to prevent introduction of new pests or disease, other* 
vise the material will be destroyed at the part of entry by 
plant protection and quarantine workers. Hew introduction 
upon being received are given on identifying number and 
information is recorded on adaptation, and characteristics 
in so far as available. These groups of materials have letters 
prefixed to the numbers. These groi;|p8 and the prefixes are 
(a) S.C. exotic collections (b) I.C. indigenous collections and 
I.A. indigenous wild. It is , therefore, possible from the 
prefix to identify whether the plant Is a local or introduced 
6 
strain and If a local strain, whethtr wild or ealtlvat«d. 
After 8«eds or plant stocks of a crop art introduced 
they amt be catalogued, made available to breeder* interested 
in testing them, and aaintained in rlable condition so that 
they may be used again at so^e future date. Maintaining 
viable Seed or plant stocks is particularly inportant since 
the world collections are the best reservoirs of plant gem-
plasQ available to breeders ia the future. To evaluate these 
large collections of gem plasa for breeding stocks it is 
necessary to grov in various agroelisatic regions in order 
to detemine where particular strains may be adapted, e.g* 
in India regional suhstitutlons are being developed by the 
division of plant introduction represmting regions in which 
crops adapted to different cliaatie conditicms say be grotfi 
and evaluated, e.g. non*hardy tropical or semitropieal types 
may not survive the rigoroi^ of a northerly cliaatie sone 
represented are as followSi-
Temperate sone * Sialaf 
arid sone * Jodhpur, Hajasthan^ 
fropieal sone - Kanya Kieiari; 
Mixed cliaatie zone * Asarvata 
COEBmerelal varieties of fields crop may originate fr<»i 
introductions by growing the variety as introduced inaasse. 
Selection of desirable strains fros the iiuetralia, was found 
to be resistant to black and brova rust, moderately resistant 
I"' 
i 
to loose sisut, and to poss«BS good jrittld aad grain quality, 
Ridley is recoasended and grova In several areas in Ihdla. 
As lajproved varieties adapted to specific local environaents 
are developed fewer and fewer of the introduced varieties of 
standard crop will be superior to the local varieties alrMidy 
in use* Howevert the introduced varieties may possess genes 
of disease or insect resistance or other desirable featurei 
which can be transferred to adapted varieties by hybridization. 
It is one of the oldest breeding procedure and the 
basis of cell crop lisprovesint. It has be^ practiced since 
the earliest tiiae that aan began to cultivate the crop* The 
present status of our cultivated crops is largely the cumulative 
result of a l l the selection that has been practiced through 
many centuries, Bssentially selection is a process, either 
natured or artif ic ial , by which individual plant or grotq) 
of plants arc sorted out from mixed populations. The efficacy 
of Selection is dependent i^on the presence of genetic variabili' 
ty, Tvo method of selection are practiced in breeding: 
(a) mass selection 
C b) pureline s election 
2.2.1« W a ,«.gl€Ct4<yi 
If a groU9 of similar individuals Is selected and 
harvested «id the seed Is composited of more or le i t similar 
Q 
and supposed true breeding geaotypes. A variety developed 
by mass seloctlcn is generally oore or less pure for those 
pivoleal features whieh may be easily seen and used as the 
basis for purification. Such aa presence or abs«ice of awns, 
colour markings or maturity. 3ttt Its component lines may 
differ in quantitative characters^ such as yldLd, s ize or 
quality since small differences in quantitative character* 
cannot be visibly distinguished, 
^ \T^% ytfty 
•Select a few to several hundred plants with similar 
phenotype, harvest and composite seed, 
3rov la preliminary yield test comparing with standard 
varieties as checic. If mass selection is used to purify 
and old mixed variety, the variety from which It was selected 
should be included as a check, observe comparative height, 
maturity, lodging disease resL^"tance, yield, quality or 
other appropriate characteie. 
Continue in yield test to determine performance and 
adaptation in comparison with standard variety as checks. 
c 
Start s«ed Increase for distribution. Mh«i us«d as a 
method for breeding self pollinated crop plants. Mass selection 
has tvo weaknesses. It is not possible to know whether the 
plants being grouped either hoaouygous or heterozygous for 
specific doalnent character. ^Ince the hoeioEygous plant will 
segregate in the following generation, phenotypie selection 
may need to be repeated* The enviromsent in which a plant 
grows affects its devel(^aent and ^pearance with mass selection 
phenotype is st^^erior in appearance owing to hereditary 
character or to environoent. 
The theory of the pure line was established by a 
Danish botanist, Johannsen, in 3003. Johannten conducted 
Selection esqperisent with a nixed seed lot of the princess 
bean, A progeny descendent solely by self-pollination fros 
a single homozygous plant is Known as a pure line. A pure line 
variety is developed by increasing the self*ferti l ised progeny 
from a stogie, true breeding plant. A variety developed by 
pure l ine selection is more uniforoi than a variety develqped 
by mass selection, since a l l the plants in pure line variety 
will be exactly alike. This is assuming, of course, that th« 
plant originally selected is hcsmozygous for a l l gene pairs, m 
assumption which plant breeders often make, but a condition 
l u 
which is Seldom, if ev«r, completely realiied* Shining Hung 
No, 1 Is an eicflPiple of hov a pure line selectian oajr he taade 
from a population of mixed genotypes* In this ezaaple the 
original population vat an introduced or exotic collection of 
Seed, but nany of the old local or *de9i* varieties are 
comprised of mixtures of genotypes. Many varieties are deve-
Iped hy pure line selection froia mixed population in the early 
stages of a breeding prograante with a self pollinated crop. 
2.3. ^YbriaUtUffl 
Hybridization aeans crossing of the two Individuals 
as two parents which are genetically different. F^bridisation 
is one of the iaportant Btethods of plant iaprovement. The 
main objective of hybridization is to coablne in a single 
variety desirable qualities of two or more taxa. According to 
the genetic and phenotypic similarity and dissimilarity we can 
easily classify the hybridization intot 
(1) Mter varietal 
(2) Interspecific 
(3) Intergenerie 
In the hybridisation nt^ thod of breeding of self-
fertilized crops two varieties are crossed, and plants in which 
are co:nbined the desirable features of the parents are selected 
froa the segregating progenies for increase and testing with 
li 
hybrldizatioD the best characteristiei of the par«nt Tarietlet 
may be combined Into a aingle, true breeding strain. 
In a cross between Pus a 4 and Australian federation 
varieties of «^eat, a strain «ms selected, N.p. i65, which 
combined gen^ for good yields and quality from Pusa 4 with 
loose smut resistance genes from federation. In a later cross 
between H.P. 165 and Kenya E 2 ^ , several strains were selected 
and later released as varieties, which combined g«ie8 for 
high yield, quality and smut resistance froa H.p. i65 with 
gdnes for high resistance to black rust and to brown rust 
from Kenya B 220. 
la addition to combining visible traits of the parent 
varieties by l^bridization, it is also possible to select plants 
froa the progincy of a cross that will be si^erior to the 
parents in those features of the quantitative nature, such as 
yield, straw s t i fmess , or quality, in which inheritmce is 
determined by multiple genes. Theae superior combinations, 
toiown as tgflB* gre^a j.yft fftgrigltfl^* Hany important improveraeats 
in plant breeding by hybridization came about by slowly 
accumulating desirable gene for quantitative character from 
diverse parental types. While the result may not always be 
as spectacular as when a single character, such as rust 
resistance, controlled by a single major gene is added to a 
variety, the progress in the long run may Just as important. 
1^  c. 
In the hybridiisatian method of breeding of se l f pollinated 
crops, the parent varieties are art if ic ial ly cross pollinQted. 
Artificial cross-pollination is relatively easy with graini 
which have large floral parts, fhe plants within the variety 
will b« hoaorygou. and l d « t l e . l . Th. F^ p l « t although highly 
heterozygous, will have s iai lar genotype and v i l l look exactly 
alike. Genetic segregation will begin with F2 generation, 
and heteroisygos ity will be reduced by onm half with each 
Succeeding selfed generation* The nuaber of F^ ^ plants needed 
will depmd upcn the crop and the size of the Fg population, 
from 1,000 to ID,000 plahts, depending upon the similarity of 
the parent varieties and the nuaber of characters from each 
parent varieties and the nmberof characters frost each parent 
that the breeder desires to c(%abine in the progeny, will be 
needed to give a wide range of genetic segregation. 
Chapter 3. 
The tnethods of breeding already described deal largely 
with finding str&lna or plants with svpevior corablnatlan of 
genes In existing populations and iaprovlng these by selection 
Into agricultural varieties, or with the creation of aixed 
genetic populations by artif icial hybridization from which 
st^erior genotypes may be selected. It is by these convin* 
tional breeding methods that most new agricultural varieties 
have been developed In the past. The extent to whidi a parti* 
cular crop can be improved by these methods of breeding is 
limited by the amount of variability within the species and 
its availability to the breeder* 
In the evolutonary process which plants undergo In nature, 
gm€ recombination by natural hybridizatian plaj^ an Important 
part In Increasing the imriability within a species. Two 
other natural forces which Increase variability are (a) mutation 
and (b) polyploidy. 
the Importance of mutation and polyploidy In the 
evolution of plant species has Img been knovn. But it Is only 
In recent years that means have tmm available for the practical 
plant breeder to create at will and uti l lxe mutation or poly-
ploidy for the development of Improved agricultural varieties. 
The knowledge that radiations and ohesleal autagans will 
Increase the rautatlon rate in a erpp apeeiei ha* led to the 
development of a nev breeding procedure. This procedurei 
sotaetiaes referred to as mutation breedtngi is yet in the 
developaental stage. The discovery that polyploidy can be 
art if ic ial ly induced by use of colchicine and other aeans has 
stimulated the practical breeder to utillise variants created 
by doubling chrotaosome ntnberS| or by combing ehrcntosotaes 
sets fros species hybrid as source of new breeding materials. 
It has been known since 193 that mutation may be 
induced in plants by various forms of radiation. 
The common procedure with this type of study is to 
irradiate dry seeds with x-rays or atomic radiation known 
as thermal neutron or to treat with chemical mutagsns. Treated 
Seeds are generally reduced in gei^ination, d<^endiQg v^<xa. 
the reaction of the particular species and variety and upon 
the Severity of the radiations. Seedling plants grown from 
the treated seed may vary from very »eak to noi«al in 
appearance. The mutations are usually carried in sectors of 
plants in the generation following radiation so the H^  plants 
are gsnerally harvested by t i l l e i t or branches. The % 
gsneratioQ is then studied to find plants which have segregated 
desirable mutant characters, Some of the common mutations 
It u 
observed which may be bmeficlaX to the breeder Inelude shorter 
straw, higher yield, larger kernels, early aaturity, and dis« 
ease resistance. Selected autant plants are harvested and 
planted In progeny tests in the B3 and later generation for 
evaluation of the mutant charaotezo* 
Kany crop species are natural polyploids i«e. their 
ehrcfflosQBie number has bem increased 1^ multiples of the 
ha|)loid nuaber. fhey include eostacn cultivated crop species 
such as wheat, oats, cotton, tolMcco and many forage grasses 
and legiiaes. Characteristics of natural polyploids are larger 
siue, increased vigour and greater productivity. This fact 
has suggested to breeders the possibility of Increasing the 
yield of plants of a particular species by art i f ic ial ly doubling 
or otherwise increasing the chroaosome nwibep. Artificial 
polyploids of almost a l l of the cosson crop plants have been 
produced at one tlae or another, fa general, these polyploids 
are larger in size than the corresponding diploids, probably 
as a result of the increased cell s i se which generally accoapaniei 
the increase in chroaosoiae nuaber. Other changes in plant 
structure usually associated with polyploidy ape thicker and 
stouter 8tea, broader and thicker leaves, and larger fruit 
and Seed, Pew of mmy of the newly produced or raw polyploids 
are iassediately useful in agriculture. They possess certain 
defects which must be corrected by further breeding before 
IL 
they bocoi&o superior to the correspoading diploid, Diffemt 
crop Species differ In their respma© to polyploidy, Byei 
red clover, white clover and sugar beets offer prooise of being 
adapted to this type of breeding, Polyploids of soy-beans, 
linseed and naize, on the other band, have been quite Inferior, 
In general, plants vith low chrom08<»iie number respond more 
favourably to ehromosoae doubling than plants with high ehromo-
soae numbers. Crops grown for their vegetative parts than for 
Seed appear to be better suited for polyploidy breeding since 
chroeosome doubling t«ids to increase plant sise but has a 
deletarioi:0 effect on seed production. More success has been 
attained with cross pollinated ezops than with self-pollinated 
crops. Since there are sore possibiliti«^ of desirable 
reconbinatioQS vith cross-pollinated plants, m example of 
successful polyploidy breeding is the variety of rye Imom as 
tetra-petkus. It was produced by doubling the ehroaoscne 
nifflber of a European variety. Tetra-Petkus rye is an exee|}tian 
to the generalization made asove that crops grovn for their 
seed are isisuited for polyploid breeding but (toes fulfil the 
other two requlreiiints, Ihe fertility of Tetra-Petkus rye is 
reduced if pezaltted to croes pollinated freely with diploid 
variety, 
mother type of polyploid which has received aucb 
attention was df^ rived froo rye-wheat crosses known as l^ritieatie, 
1 ' 
J. f 
the rye-vheat contains 42 chramosomcs derived from vheat 
and 14 chrasaosomes from rye for a to ta l of 56 ehrosaosomes. 
Polyploidy has been used in some eotmtrles to Isprove the 
sugar beet. In sugar beets the t r lplold has been the isost 
productive s t a te of ploldy, Tetraplolds of sugar beets a r t 
produced and crossed to a diploid to produce the t r lplold. 
1 • ^ 
Chapter 4, 
4. TKCHNI^OHS IN HYBRIDIZATISR 
ID all fields of science the experiamter devtl<^s 
special skills, procedures, and teebQiques« In the practice 
of plant breeding the breeder finds or creates strains vith 
desirable characteristics froa thesixed populations and tests 
the Selected strains in pure lines or in combinations to 
determine if they possess the characteristic for which he is 
looking in the desired intensity. 
^.gUtag .fflid gr9g»tag„lgfitoJ,qmF. 
Selflng and crossing are esscitial procedures In 
breeding crop plants. It is Isiportant that breeders are 
master in these techniques in order that he nay manipulate 
polination according to his needs, 
4.1« ^jdSMi 
3elfing or inbreeding of self-pollinated species offers 
no particular problsa to the breeder* In thtSf the plant is 
permitted to follow its nomal aodiS of pollination and the 
Seed is harvested. This is the prootdure used vith i^eat, 
rice, barley, pulses, soybeans, groundnuts and siailar crops 
whsn aaking plants or panicle selections. It is iaportant that 
1;: 
the breeder knowe something about the eztfftt of natural crois* 
polllnatiqa within the breeding material* 
In the selflng or in breeding of cross-poll Inated species 
it is essttitial that the flover be bagged or otherwise protected 
to prevent natural ero8s*polliQatiafi, In the cross .pollinated 
species of grasses, which are pollinated by vlnd-blown pollen 
bagging the heads with parehaent or glassing envelopes Is a 
ooiamon procedure. It is usually necessary to shake the bagged 
heads daily until flowering is coapleted to dissffslnate the 
pollen. Seed set Is frequently reduced In heads enelosed in 
ba^ probably because of the eze^sive temperature Inside the 
bag. In crops like cotton which have large flowers the petals 
may be folded down over the sexual organs and fastcnded and 
these are pollen and pollen carrying Insects nay be excluded. 
Hand tripping In addition to bagging is generally necessary 
In siany legumes to obtain self-pollination. In certain leguaes 
which are almost entirely insect-pollinated, the plants may 
be caged to exclude the Insects. In maise a bag is placed 
over the tassel to collect pollen, and the shoot is bagged to 
protect it from foreign pollen. The poll«i collected in the 
tassel tmg is then transferred to the shoot. 
Knowledge of crossing procedure Is extreaely Important 
to the plant breeder. Crossing Is generally preceded by 
removing the stamens frcm the seed parent, a process knoim as 
2; 
eaaSQUlatian. The stigiaa is then pollinattd with poIl«a 
collect«d firoa the pollen parent. Various techniques have 
been devised to faci l i tate eaasculation and pollination. 
Bnasculation ia temeeessary in mcnoecious or dioecious 
crops, with theia it is necessary only to protect the p is t i l la te 
flover before the stigsa ripens and becomes receptive fros 
foreign pollen until i t is pollinated by the breeders vith 
pollen collected from the desired source. With bisexual flovers, 
emasculation of the seed producing flover is completed before 
the anthers ripen and self-pollen reaches the stigisa or esias-
culation Is circumvented by soae procedure that v i l l permit 
an aec^ table degree of cross-pollination. Soae of the eoa^-
culation procedures coaaacsily txied by breeders are described 
belows 
others may be reaoved vith the aid of forceps, suction, 
or other aeans, before pollen is shed. This is the most common 
method of emasculation vith wheat, rice, barleyi oats, beets, 
tobacco and many other crops. Small forceps with thin, rounded 
points are desirable for soybeans, grasses and other crops vith 
extremely small flowers, fine pointed forceps or small bent 
hooks are sometimes used with small flowered legume. Suction 
has been used successfully to emasculate small flowered legumes. 
A small pointed Instrument or a lead pencil may be used to 
c J. 
roll out the anthers of linseed and sugar beets, ^ther of 
tobacco laay be pluclced off by hand* 
IfUItog %h^ P9Um .tor ,hBat> ,c?U ar ,ftlc,<^h9l 
Hot water has been used to k i l l pollen in sorghtci, riee 
and grasses and thus the reaoTal of anther is unnecessary. 
The flt^ei^ are Ijoniersed in hot water vlth temperatures ranging 
from 45 to 48 degrees centigrade for periods varying froa 
OM to ten lainutes, dipending t^on the species. Chilling 
has been used vlth wheat and rice vlth temperature arotmding 
freezing. Hie of hot or cold water is a slaple procedure 
since a thermos flask nay be f i l led vlth water at the desired 
te:3perature and taken into the fields, and the flover may be 
iffltaeraed in the water for the nteessary period of t iae. Hot 
water is used to open the flowers of rice, after which the 
anthers are rftaoved with forceps. Pollen of incexne has been 
killed by laaerslng the flower in S7Jg ethyl alcohol for a 
period of ten minutes. 
Self Incosipatlble lines may be found in tobacco, potato, 
a few varieties of mustard, and many forage legumes. In 
highly self s teri le plants emasculation may be unnecessary 
for the production of hybrid plants in which case the breeder 
dq}ends entlrtly upon the greater eompatlblllty of cross pollen 
to fert i l i se the ovule. 
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amotio male s ter i l i ty , conditioned by the presenee of 
ree«s8lv« g«aes has been used to eliminate the eaiaseulatlan 
process in barley crossing. Cytoplasmic male s ter i l i ty Is used 
to facil i tate the cCBoerclal production of hybrid seed in 
onion, aalee, sorghua, bajra and other crop plants* 
4.3. P,ftU»^ %t4qR 
pollination aust be made during the period that the 
stlpta 10 receptive. 7hls aay be indicated by the opming 
of the flower and full develq}a«it of the stlgaa. In some 
species such as rice, soybeans, cotton and tobacco, pollinations 
aay be made on the same day that the flower is aisasoulated. 
In many species pollinations are usually delayed from one to 
three days after emasculation. Pollination is carried out by 
collecting ripe anthers and emptying the pollen from a dehiscing 
anther upon the stigma. The anthers are handled with five 
pointed forceps} or the anthers may be crushed and the pollen 
dusted over or rubbed on the stigma by means of forceps, 
toott^iclcs, small pieces of cardboard or hair brushes, in some 
cases the shedding panicle can be shaken over the clipped 
and emasculated florets. It is essential that the pollen be 
mature and fresh. Pollen collected from anthers, several hours 
before they would dehisces naturally, will give ois at is factory 
result. In the length of time that pollen reaain viable is 
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usually Short. Tho polloi of saise aay be killed in a fev 
hours, with proper storage pollens of oAlse and sugar cane 
have been kept viable for several days. 
Flowering of Qost crop plants occurs in the aoming. 
So pollan is collected and pollinations made at that tiae. 
Oats flower throughout the day, and success is usually obtained 
by making the pollination in late aftemoon. Pollinations 
are most successful when made on bright, warm days. Little is 
accomplished on cool, dowdy days, 
^seets may be used to cross pollinate certain crops 
like mustard and inceme. The parent varieties are enclosed 
in an insect proof cage, dees or other icisects, which have 
been cleansed first of pollm, are introduced into the cage. 
4 hish degree of incompatibility is usually depsnded upon to 
prevent self or sib-pollination. 
4.4. ex^c^icflft %9. wntEPl Cl^yariflg 
Hany crossos are made in glass houses during the winter 
months so that this tedious end tiae eonsiming operation will 
not fall at the period of optimua note»taking in the field. 
By making crosses of annual suatser growing crop* during the 
winter aonths, an extra generation is usually gained OV9T the 
tiae required when the crosses are made in the field. Also, 
contamination from wind^blower pollen may be reduced by glass 
house pollinations. Olass house pollinati<xi often requires 
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us ft of v&rlotn proeodur^. Procedure \J»%d IncXudft ti^pftratiire 
control, regulatian of daj lengths and vftrnalization, PloworJng 
may be speeded up by growing plants in higher tenperatures in 
which the plants grow. Long day plants nay be brought Into 
flowering during the winter months by Increasing the day 
lengths with artif icial lights or by Interrupting the period 
of darkness with a short period of light about tnid*night« The 
same technique may be used to prevent certain short day plants 
from flowering prematurely. 
In interspecific and intergsneric crosses, i t may be 
exceedingly difficult to obtain viable I'l seed that will 
develop into a plant. In scene cases i t is possible by excising 
the embryo from the remainder of the seed and by culturisg i t 
aseptically on an artif icial medium to obtain its germinatian 
and develop into a hybrid plant in difficult crosses such as 
barley sweetclover, fruit trees, forest tree* and various 
vegetable crop plants. 
The methods used in the breeding of cross pollinated 
crop, or crops such as cotton and sorghum which have both 
cross and self*pollinated crops are not clearly defined as the 
method used in the breeding of self-pollinated crops. In addition, 
the methods tend to vary with the particular crop with which 
2§ 
the br eea«r is working. The method! of breed log hybrid malse 
are well adapted to that erop becaisie the location of pollen 
bearing flowers in the tassel in maize makes possible and thus 
the production of hybrid seed on a field scale. 
The principal methods which new varieties of cross-
pollinated crops originate may be classified Into four groups} 
(a) Introduction (b) i^ ass selection (c) Development of synthetic 
varieties and (d) Hybridisation. 
4.3.1. SltrPISlrtl^ OR 
Introduction may be used as source of new varieties 
as in self-pollination cr<^3, Borne varieties are grown as 
originally introduced. Introduction may also be used as source 
of desirable genes for disease and drought resistance, quality 
and other valuable characteristics, which may then be incor-
porated into adapted varieties by li^bridieation procedures, 
or which may be compounded into synthetic varieties, 
4.6.S. 3ja,gc^4qB 
Selection procedure used in breeding cross .pollinated 
crops differ from those used in self-pollinated crops. In 
the self-pollinated crop Individual plants selections are used 
to establish a variety for the simple reason that segregation 
and oross^pollinated erops which are highly heterozygous 
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individual plants ara taldaia ttf ad to maintain tha parant 
type vithln tha proganiaa and a vlder ranga of genatio 
diversity is generally needed to maintain a vigorout papula-
tion. In eroas pollinated fcrops, mass selection is a more 
common type of breeding than single plant selection. Selection 
procedure more commonly used with cross pollinated crops in 
addition to mass selection, Include progeny selection, line 
breeding, and reeurmt selection. 
Hass Selection is a selection procedure In which 
individual plant with desirable traits are chos«n sod bulked 
together to grow the following goieration. It is based on 
phenotyplc selection, that is on the appearance of the plant 
and on its particular traits that can be identified. The 
Selected plants are harvested, gsierally without control of 
population, and are bulked without benefit of progeny testing. 
The breeding progress that may be made by mass selection 
is limited into the range of gotetic variability already 
prestfit In the population. Since selection In naturally cross, 
pollinated crops Is based on the material plant only, there 
is no control of the pollen parent or the gene it contributes 
to the progeny. Also it is not possible to distinguish between 
plants phenotypleally superior owing to the environment and 
those superior owing to heredity. 
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S«loctlQQ Is a procedure in vhloh progwiss art grom 
in individual plots in order to detersine the breeding behaviour 
of selected plants. By the prog«ny test plants whose superiority 
is due to genetic variation laay be distinguished froa plants 
whose superiority is due to the envlronnent. In cross-pollinated 
crq;>s individual plants are more or less heterozygous and the 
progeny will segregate for the heteroxygous characteristics. 
Progeny selection is laost easily carried out with crops that 
may be evaluated and harvested as individual plants, such as 
cotton, jute, sunflower. With progeny selection, open-pollinated 
seed may be harvested from selected plsnts, or pollination may 
be controlled in some manner so that selfed seed may be harvested, 
iielfing tend to f ix character in a pure form. Since self-
pollination leads to hCQOsygos ity. 
Recurrent selection 
Recurrent selection is used with cross-pollinated crops 
to concentrate genes for a particular quantitative character-
i s t i c in a population. 
4.6.3. flYbrtdUa^iPn 
Two basic hybridisation procedures are used in the 
breeding of cross-pollinated crop. These involve inter-varietal 
or interspecific crossing and utilisation of hybrid vigour. 
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Cross between varieties or between speeles* aay be used 
to combine genes for desirable characteristics fron different 
parents, as vith self-pollinated crops, Jh cross-polliaated 
crops each plant may i tself be an individual hybrid, in % l^eh 
case Segregation will occur In F^ gweration. Hybrid plants 
in the progeny of the cross, if pollination is uQcontrolledf 
v i l l in turn cross freely vith other hybrid plants within the 
population 80 that the progeny from the cross is not resolved 
into homozygosity as with self-pollinated crops. For this 
reason after hybridixaticn selection procedures will differ 
from those used with self-pollinated crops, Ph«notypically 
desirable hybrid plants will usually need to be selfed for 
roore generations to fix the desirable character in a hososygous 
condition, i rom the hybrid population, by progeny selection, 
lines are then established which coobine the desirable character* 
is t ics of the parent varieties. Soae fora of outcrossing 
the Selected lines eventually may be necessary to restore 
the vigour lost during inbreeding. 
It is coRUBOQ Observation that the F^ gtteration 
in aany crosses is more. 
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Chapttr 5, 
A plant lik9 m mim&l ov«s its hereditary natur* to 
th« chroao8<Mie that It eoQtaJns in each of its c«l ls . Any 
change in tha chromosoiae of an individaai is transnitted to 
its offspring and subsaquant gflneration. Ona of tha poasibla 
changas is a simple, eoaplata doubling of tha ehronoaoaias sets 
of a group of ce l l s . 
The idea bore fruit In sevf»ral quarters almost siaul-
taneously, A ntabar of r^orts on the cytological effects of 
colehieiQe on plants appeared In 1037 and 1938. Papers by 
aiakeslee, avery, Nebel and Huttle established colehielna 
treatiaeots as a relatively sisipia and reliable aeaas of Inducing 
chroQososes doubling at v i l l . 
Since colchicine acts on cell only while they are in 
the process of division to be effective it oust be siigjplled 
to actively growing regions that contain a high proportion of 
dividing calls. Consequently geminating seeds and actively 
growing stem tips have been the subject of nuch •iq>erlasQtal 
work. 
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One of th« simplest methods of treatment la to soak 
Seeds prior to germinatloa la a 0«05 to ]«5^ aqueous solution 
of colchicine for a period of 1 to 6 days. Seeds that geminate 
slovly require longer treatment, but factors other than gerolna-
tlon time, as yet unknown, have also played a part in the seed-
soaking treatment. Results from this method have not proved 
entirely satisfactory for In many instances germination has 
been retarded or the percentage of germination has been reduced, 
iieveral ejqperlaents have been reported In which treatm«at of 
seeds failed whereas treatment of seedlings or of buds of the 
Same species succeeded. On the other hand, a slight stimulation 
of growth has been reported for com cabbage and raungo bean as 
a result of soaking in concent rat ice below 0.01^. Germination 
of petunia seeds was improved by soaking in concentration of 
0,01 to O.l^j only in concentration of 0. llS or above was the 
number of surviving seedlings much reduced* 
Treatment of the stem tips of young seedlings gives more 
consistently satisfactory results than pregermlnation treatment 
of the Seeds. Since young roots are easily injured by colchicine, 
it is better to treat the shoots separately than to expose the 
entire young seedlings to colchicine solution. 
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For MSe In handling 8««a> ar« mor« com only g»rminat«d 
on moist f i l ter paper before treatment, colchieine can thffi 
be applied to the young seedlings to any one of several differmt 
ways. If the seedlings are firmly attached to the f i l ter paper 
by their roots, the paper plitf seedlings can be Inverted over 
a soaller pan of colchicine solution In which the shoots are 
Iflusersed* 
Seedling can be removed from the f i l t er paper, rolled 
loosely in bundles, root ends wrapped In no 131 cotton and the 
plants inverted in a vessel containing colchicine solution so 
that the shoots are lauaersed, this oethod prevents the roots 
fron drying out, yet keeps theni fros contact with the colchictoe 
SOlutiGD. 
Seedlings can be resoved froa the f i l t er paper and 
placed In a dish that has been divided across the middle by 
a ridge in such a way that the roots are linersed In water on 
one side of the ridge and the tops are Infers ed to colchictoe 
solution. On the other side of the ridge long sptodly Seedltogs 
that have grown to the dark arebatter adapted to this method 
than shorter stockier ones. 
To offset the tohibittog effect of colchictoe on the 
growth of seedltogs, roots. Hoot toductog haroones have some-
times been applied after colchicine. Both favourable end 
negative effects are reported froa such after treatsent, 
Either to dividual stem tips or entire young shoots of 
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older plants can b« treat td« The followtog net hods have be«i 
devised for treatment of Individual branch tip. Each of thea 
has been reported effective with one kind of plant or another. 
Immerse a growing tip in a water solution of colchicine. 
This method can not be used with plants such as the potato that 
will not survive after isysersion in water. 
Prop a bit of absorb«it eottoa between the youngest 
leaves and keep it moistened with the colchicine solution. 
Drop or brush the colchicine solution on a shoot several 
tiaes a day for several days. Glycerine nay be added to retard 
drying. A wetting agtnt such as santomerse will ensure close 
contact of the solution with the surface of the plant. Denoen 
recommends the following solution. 
/42ply colchicine in agar, either in a solution (0.7 to 
1.0SK agar in water) that can be brushed on the or in a gel 
contained in a drug capsule that can be placed over the bud. 
Colchicine can be applied to whole leafy shoots as a 
spray. Warmke and Blackslee give direction for preparing an 
emulsion which they apply as a spray. However, spraying if 
dangerous and the pr^aration of the emulsioa is quite difficult. 
tetiatever method of application is used i t must be 
remembered that colchicine is a poison. It should not be allowed 
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to rosiain on the skin, cook d€Scrib«t an •xperiince in vhieh 
colchicine accidentXy got into the eytfi and caused violent 
Infl&mation and tmporary blindness, when svalloved, i t catises 
Severe gastrointestinal disturbances with symptoms reseobling 
those of arsenic poisoning, k large dose can cause death. 
The effect of colchicine m cell division is highly 
specific and consists of inhibition of the spindle aeehanisn, 
thus, the early stages of mitosis proceed as usual through the 
splitt ing of each chroraosoae into tvo. The colchicine effects 
ent€>r at this point. Instead of the chroaQOsoaes arranging then-
Selves in an equatorial plate and then separating into two 
exactly similar lots betveen vnieh a nev cell vail is foztsed, 
the chrOBiosoiBe r^aains for sometime in haphazard arrangesasnt, 
then go back in a resting stage. They constitute a nucleus 
vhich now has twice as many chrooosoffies as befors. If eiiposure 
to colchicine is prolonged beyond the duration of one niitotic 
cycle to the same doubling process may be repeated once or 
several times resulting in oetoploid or higher pi old cel ls . 
Sotaetiaes the ehroiaos(»3e doubling effected by colchicine 
is not exact and the resulting nucleus do not have exactly 
twice the diploid nunber* 
Colchicine is the ehenical that has laost useful in 
producing new varieties of plants. It is expensive but only 
small quantities are necessary. It can be ^pl ied in water 
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tolutloQ to tmd3 or to yoisig growing *tea tips by any of 
Several different methods. The proportion of useful new kinds 
of plants obtained by colchicine treatmnt Is not high, but 
an occasional nev form may more then justify such apparently 
fruitless vox4c. 
Pollffi grains that can be used for artif icial culturlng 
work Serve wall for testing the act loo of colchicine upon 
mitosis and growth processes. The specific morphology of 
chromosomes were studied in polvgoi^ atuta and discovery of natural 
polyploidy was aade directly frois these observations. Another 
valuable feature is that the small amount of ehemioal can be 
tested. Other mitotic poisons soluble In water can be adapted 
for testing with the pollen tube methods. Colchicine vaS used 
as effectively vith root tips of A^HUB^ sis^A, ^^s^ the test has 
become known as a method for experlntfital work, the M VM 
GSSiM. t e s t . 
The pollen mother cells stained by acstocarmlne are 
universally a most jj&portant source for studying chromosome 
In plants. The procedure for determining the number of 
chromosome is rapid. More Importtfit than deciding what the 
number might be are the pairing characteristics at melotie 
metaphase configuration due to translocation and the irragularl-
tles of melotie processes g«ierally« These are the probleiss 
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ASSoeiat«d with poljrploldy that mmt he studied at th« pollen 
mother cell stages. 
Boot tips are used for a ehei^ of the somatie numbers 
of chraaosoaes. Pretreatmeot of root before fixatloo with 
chealcaXs that mitosis at aetaphase facil itates the study, 
Follen tube cells that undergo mitosis in the tube rather 
than inside the pollen grain can be treated vith oolehieine in 
sucrose-agar-media. Scattered chrooosomes are easil^r counted 
and the moxphology of sosatic ehroaosoffies in haploid sets can 
be measured* 
The folloving facts and factors font socae of the most 
important bases of colchicine polyploidy techniques 
!• Coehicine in aqueous solution is obviously diffusible 
into plant tissue otherwise no intexnal changes could 
occur in {seristomatic cells as a result of surface 
application, 
a Doznant tissues are not so affected by colchicine as to 
result in polyploidy* Such results are obtained only 
in tissue where cell divisloii is active. For practical 
result, treatments should be applied to tissue that will 
develop into vegetative sexual or both types of pl«it 
parts* 
a It is most important to provide and maintain the best 
cultural conditions for the treated material in order to 
obtain maximum results* It is especially important wh«i 
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matftrial Is to be lamtrstd In colchicine to k«^ the 
solution at an optiaiia temperature in order that cell 
division sta^ r not be impeded* 
4. Duration of treatment is an laportant factor and should 
be determined for each type of material. It is dependent 
on the tlffle required for the cycle of cell division to 
the particular tissue. It has already been shotin that 
the effect of colchicine is not c<^ftoed to a limited 
nuBber of cells at a particular stage of cellular develop-
meat such as metaphase. 
4\ny cell may be affected which obtatos colchictoe by 
diffusim if such a cell goes through division while containing 
the chemicals. Furthermore as long as colchicine remains present 
in the treated material above a threshold concentration the 
affected cell will repeatedly fail to divide at the end of each 
chromosomal divisional cycle, resulting in multipolyploidy or 
multinucleate oell8| eonsequentlyi successively affected tissue 
may often fail to survive, llidoubtedly the failure of growth 
(Bid eventual death in treated seedlings and treated growing 
points of the shoots are often the results of the above factor. 
In order to avoid such excessive result, it may be necessary to 
estimate approximately the optimum time limit of the divisional 
cycle of cells of tissue that is required for the change into 
polyploidy in the treated material* 
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Chftptsr 3. 
6, TECHS iQtriS 01 IKDirCTIOM OH HOTATION 
Since the proposed prograame of research toelodet 
induction of mutation vith eheeaioal mutagens, soae aspects of 
the tectxiiques of treatawit vith cheaioal mutagens are described 
belov. 
AS early as 1943 a mixture of ethyl uirethane and potass iua 
chloride were used to Induced translocaticn in Oenothera, 
Auerheeh and Robs<xi used sulphur and austered gas on Orosophila 
and Oust of fs on used on barley. Mustered gas induced in barley 
MiUEL2 and vip^4|s sut^its , colchicine vas used for inducing in 
sorghuqs other plants also. Days to heading and height of 
plants vere some of the characters affected by colchicine. Sow 
a days most important chemical mutagens used ares 
^S (Ethyl methane sulphonate) 





Sometimes chemical mutagens are used together with 
physical mutagens. This i s called gto9«&lB,id tyHtH«^> 
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The ehealcal muttigms are used either on seeds or on 
embryos, And the seed a&7 he dry or prevloasly soaked. The 
wet treatment of seeds is more effective than the dry treataiot. 
The dosage required for dry seed. There are snergy absorbed by 
the tissue is calculated in K» unit which Is equal to energy 
absorbed by 1 gm of tissue » 93 ergs, wet seeds givw 2D00 kr. 
while dry seeds are given 4000 kr. 0, K. Jain treated sane seeds 
^^  qhrysfntr^ finum and obtained large number of mutations e.g. 
flowers with large number of petals obtained from single whorls. 
B.M.S. can be used in conocntratioo of O.S to 0 . 6 | In 
double disti l led water and D@ in concentration of 0.2 to 0.3^. 
The soaked seeds are treated for 6 to 48 hrs. for desired effect. 
H'hile treating the seed with mutagenic solution they should 
never submerged completely in mutagms. 
While treating with ohesleal mutagtfis the ph of solution 
also should be controlled and that Is why buffer soluticn of 
dibasic sodium phosphate or moRObasle sodiua phosphate are used. 
Phosphate buffer maintain the ph of the medium. Stock solution 
prepared and k^t for use. The effect of chcraieal autagoAS as 
the seed is reduced perctnt of geralnation reduced. Per cent 
of survival on seedlings shows some abnormality morphologically 
variations occur in eotyledois. Standard growth of seedlings, 
the change of leaf shape and pattern appearanco of spines, 
delaying of the flowering period appearance of floral abnormality, 
effect on pollen fert i l i ty or a few of the important effects. 
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With the treatat«at of mhryoB with phosphat« buffer 
so lu t im, f i r s t i t is prepared, 
(a) 0*2 za, solution of aoDObftSio sodiun phosphate l.e» 
27*8 gm in 1000 e l . 
(b) 0*2 m, solutiOQ of dibasic sodluts phosphate i.e« 
63,65 m «olutioD hydrogen phosphate or 71.7 pi of 
Hag HPO4 In 1000 ml. 
(c) Aral of (A) and I ml of (B) Is diluted to IDOO a l 
proportion of different values. 








Instead of d i s t i l l ed vater, seeds are soaked in phosphate 
buffer solut im for 24 hra. For this a f i l t e r paper is put In 
a petridish and the seeds are spread over the f i l t e r paper and 
then the buffer solution is poured t n t i l i t par t ly covers the 
Seeds, f he soaking is done for required period. 
To 99,4 CO of phosphate buffer soluticn added 









89.7 a l 
85.5 IBI 
81.6 ol 
^ 9 , 0 Q 1 
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^^ of the solution. lor 0,8^ MS soIutlQci take 0.8 ee and 
add to that 99.2 ec of phosphate buffer solution. 
A number of attempts have been raade to Induce mutatloi 
by physical or ch^siical mutagenic treatment. It it the seed 
and embryos which have usually treated and it has been found 
that In case of chemical treatment the effect produced In 
ecabryos its treatmoit is more as cogjpared to Seeds. It is 
because the iOibryo In case of seed does not coae in direct 
contact with the ssutagtsis. Here there are two vayst 
In this method the seeds are soaked In water for few 
hours before treatment. 
When the seeds are not soaked In water before treating 
with mutagens and it has been found that effect produced in 
wet physical treatment of lautagens are more than In the dry 
treatment. It is because when soaked Seeds are treated, it 
contains soiae water. So more r^ 3 Is produced which will cause 
visual change but in diy seeds the water is absent so the effect 
produeed is less efficient. Moreover the dose of mutagvis 
required in wet treatment is half that of dry treatment. 
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In ehmical treatment there is not much differenoe in 
mutation rate whether It is dry or vet treatment because chemical 
mutag«i3 i tsel f contain water. Furthenaore if embryos have to 
be treated the dry and wet treatment has not nueh differ«Jt rate 
of mutation when embryos have to be treated with the autagens. 
There are following diff icult ies: 
Excision of eabryos without injury. 
Putting in culture tubes i , e . inoculaticn. 
Maintenance of external factors. 
Prevention from contaainatisn, 
Konzak showed that the effect of KMS treatment was 
le thal , i f the seeds were dried but studies by Froese Qerb«en 
et« a l . showed that the damage caused by drying barley seet^i 
af ter MS treatment was reduced considerably by soaking the 
treated seeds In d is t i l led water before drying* 
Spread the seeds in petridiah and put some chemical 
mutagens. Keep in this for 6 to 48 hrs, depending upon the 
concentraticn of mutagens. If concent rat ion is more the t iac 
of soaking is reduced. In 1 gm of water usually 1/2000 ions 
are present, e.g., in barley and ^ ^ g ^ faba etc. 
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Chapter 7, 
7. TECHNIQUES IN CYTOLOGY 
7.1. goUgctfloB mi flaattcR 9t matOTkl 
The klllJng and fixing of the material to be made Into 
permanent prc^aratlonts are important proems es. Flxatioa Is 
a process very difficult to describe in terms that are easily 
understood. It is commonly said to be the preservation of al l 
cellular and structural elements is as nearly the natural living 
condition as possible or to put it a l i t t l e differtfitly, a good 
fixative is one that changes the cell chemistry the least md 
preserves the cel l structure the best. What one actually seeds 
after fixation is always a picture mtirely differ<fit from the 
picture during the living oaaditicn, as i t is utterly Impossible 
to preserve anything in the exact condition In which i t existed 
during l i f e . Fixaticn is thus an entirely empirical process. 
The success or failure of fixatica is judged by the quality of 
its usefulness when the completed preparation is examined. 
Fixation is required in order that structure, which are 
obscured or oitirely invisible when cells are observed in the 
living c<»idition, may be seen more distinctly and in order that 
soft structure may be hardened sufflci«itly for further treat-
ment. There is a sharp difference in the final picture of the 
effects of fixatives on fixed structure and on the nan fixed 
structural elem^its of protoplasm. 
Originally the term fixation was applied to the grosser 
structure which can be preserved without any relation to the 
change of the colloidal state which the fundamental structure 
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of protoplasm. 
Bhaduri and Ghosh (1954) have described th«lr method of 
chromosome squashes in cereals as follows. 
Root tips were soaked 1-8 hrs. at 3S-ao»C In a freshly 
pr^ared saturated aqueous solution of Ii-bromonaphthalene, 
1-2 hrs. in water and fixed in a mixture consisting of 1% 
chromic-acid, 5 ml.t 2% osmic acid, 1 ml{ end 0.002 m 8-oxy-
qulnoline, 1 ml for 0.5-1.00 hr8. at 10-40* C. They were then 
successively treated as followst-
Water 1-2 minutes 1% HgSO^ , 10-15 minutes water 3-5 minutes 
1 NHel 45 minutes at 60*C water 3-5 minutes. Ii«ncobasic fuchin 
0.5-1.0 hr. The brightly stained tips of the root were cut off 
and Squashed In the usual manner in a drop of acetooaimine 
under a cover glass. The cover glass was sealed with paraffin 
was removed and the cover glass sq;)arated in a 1 s 1 mixture 
of acetic acid and n-butyl alcohol. Final processing consisted 
of passing the sl ide through pure n-butyl alcohol and covering 
in balsam. 
Narayan has d«icrlbed a technique for eytological 
preparation following enzymatic digesticm of pollen mother cell 
wall. 
A technique is presented for making meiotic chromosomes 
preparation with enisymatic digestion of poll«R mother cell walls 
with cellulose. The technique has giv«i excellmt chromosomes 
definitial from early pachytene stage en such chromosome prepara-
tion were found useful In, si^t^ nucleic acid hybridlzatioi 
studies on plant chromososes. 
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7.2 Prgpg^r^Uon of Aggtogapqtog stali^ 
Really superb results have be«i secured by the use of 
this method. Much care Is required to obtain successful 
preparaticacis and the method Is not applicable to every organism. 
There are several methods of lelng iron acetocarmlne. 
The method to be used with a part icular type of material 
depends upon the material i tself . 
Wh^ viewing irQn->acetocaTmine preparations under the 
microscope, a greei f i l t e r should be Inserted between the 
microscope and the source of illiBn1nati<»i. The bluish red 
chromosome will then appear nearly Jet black. I t is a consnon 
experience that plants with small chromosomes give poor results 
when stained with acetocarmine owitig to the readings with 
which the cytoplasm takes up the stain thus preventing adequate 
differentiaticsi between chromosomes and cytoplasm. The staining 
reaction, as pointed out by Thomas (i940), depends on the 
following four factors which can be varied indepeidently. 
1. Constitution of the prefixative 
2. Duration of fixation and storage 
3. Strength of the stain and 
4. Amount of iron Introduced, 
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Numerous schedules based on altering these factors and 
aim tog at greater standardisation, have been suggested by 
different authors to suit the requirements of different crops 
(e.g. Marks 1952, i^de and Gardella 1053; Svaminathan 1954). 
!• Fix the anthers expected to contain the desired stages 
of microsporogenesis in a mixture of 3 parts of absolute 
alcohol and 1 part of propionic acid saturated with 
ferric acetate. Fixation at low temp, for 24 hours 
gives good results. The material can be kept in the 
fixative at low temperature for a few months. The ferric 
aeetate-propionic acid ecmponent of the fixative is best 
prepared once a week* 
2, Place the anther in a drop of prop ion o-carmine on a sl ide. 
Smear i t in the usual way. Judicious warming over a flame 
aids both proper differentiation and spreading. Hie a 
plated needle to make the smear otherwise the staining 
becomes very dark owing to the additicxi of more iron 
through the needle. 
3. Press the cover glass with a piece of blotting paper thus 
removing a l l the excess stain. Seal the s l ide with 
paraffin wax. The sl ide can be made permanent by any of 
the usual methods. The schedule used by BhadUri and 
Ghosh (1954) gives satisfactory pexnaancnt preparations. 
In this method, the sl ide is inverted in a mixture of 
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glacial acetic aci4 and N-butyl alcohol ( i ; i ) t i l l 
the cover glass ieparates. The slide and cover glaai 
are then passed through I7-butyl alcohol ( one minute ) 
and then mounted In neutral balsaa* 
The method adapted for preparing propiono-carmine is as 
followst 
Carmine in larger excess of what will dissolve ( about 2 
gms per 800 ce ) is added to boiling 45^ propionic acid and 
boiled until there is a sudden change to darker colour. The 
flame is removed as soon as the change in colour is noticed. The 
stain is cooled and filtered. The use of propionic acid in 
both the fixative and stain in place of acetic acid vhich is mor 
often used in such schedules gives better result probably becausi 
it hold more iron in stable solution and also dissolve more 
carmine. 
The more refined of the various smear methods afford, 
in a relatively short time pr^araticms which are of the greatest 
value in counting the monoploid and diploid chromosomes and in 
studying the chromosomes themselves. In fact, smear preparation! 
are so useful that at the present time many critical eytological 
studies are based principally upon such s l ides . The smear methtx! 
is limited to some extent in applicability to cells which are noi 
firmly imited to one another, as by middle lamellae. 
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The essential idea underlying all saear methods is to 
spread the cells out into a single layer in order that theor 
may be killed Instantly and fixed evenly and unifoioly, without 
distortion or the production of artifacts. Practically a l l 
cells vhich can be smeared will adhere to the sl ide, hoiee the 
necessity of using a cementing agent is obviated. The slips 
can be carried through the various staining and dehydration 
process with the loss of only a few cells provided, of course, 
that the changes are not too violoitt. 
The slides upon which the smears are to be made must be 
chemically clean. New slides should be given a long Immersim 
in the sulphuric acid-potassium blchramate mixture, rinsed in 
running water, placed for a short time In strong alcohol to 
which a l i t t l e ammonia is added, rinsed again, and finally dried 
with an absolutely clean cloth free from starch and l int . 
The fluid which is generally considered to be superior 
to a l l others for the killing and fixing of smears is Navashlns. 
The two portions composing this fluid are mixed together just 
before using. It may be necessary in some cases to vary the 
proportions of some of the Ingredients, particularly the acetic 
acid, 
o^me technicians have methods of making smears adapted 
to their o%0 needs. Most of them remove the anthers from the 
buds, cut off both ends, or cut each anther into segments i f 
it is over 2 am. in l«ngth, and place near one end of the s l ide 
with a grease poicil in ord«r to that one may knov on which side 
the smear is made. With a clean scalpel, which should be honed 
flat and smooth, quickly and ev«ily crushed and spread the 
anthers over the centre of the sl ide so that the aicrosporoeytes 
are in a single layer over the greater part of the slide and 
place in the petridish in such a way that the entire smeared 
surface comes into intantaneous contact with the kill ing fluid. 
If the slide is brought into the fluid in any save a perfectly 
horissGQtal position, most, if not a l l , of the material will be 
washed off. The time elapsing from excising the anthers to 
placing in the killing fluid should not exceed 4 seconds, AS 
the celiacity of petridish have two sl ides, a second soear may 
now be made using anthers from another bud if desired, and 
placed beside the f irst . Although the slides may be tuxned 
Smear side up after about 10 minutes. It will be safer to 
leave them as they are for the duration of the tiae necessary 
for proper fixation, which with Navashin's fluid is about 4 hrs. 
Another method of smearing the anthers or pieces of anther 
is to place them in the centre of a slide to hold a second sl ide 
crosswise, and to exert Just ^ough force firmly to extrude and 
to Spread the microsporocytes. Immediately invert both slides 
in the dish containing the killing fluid. 
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To the mixture add approximately 1^ saponin, the amount may 
have to be adjusted for different species. The fixation completed, 
turn the sl ide right side up and with forceps r«sove anther fre-
gmentB and other thick pieces of debris that might unduly elevate 
the cover s l ip when mounted. Thus place In low staining dishes 
and washed about 15 minutes in gently running water. The s l ide 
should be exmlned under the microscope and any undesirable once 
rejected. The smears are now ready to be stained. 
Squash and smear methods have dealt with t issue that have 
been secticned. Other means are used to handle types of materials. 
One of these are the squash or smear method, used primarily for 
chromoscxae studies*. In this method a natural ly soft piece of 
t i ssue is pressed between the s l ide and the cover s l i p . This 
results in mechanical separation of the ce l l s . The cells are 
then stained usually by txsing dye that colour only the chromosomes. 
The resulting preparations frequently show with s tar t ing c lar i ty 
chromosoiQe detail not readily seen used in chromosome counting 
work. Since a l l the chromosomes of the cel l are visible in the 
same field. Two famous and widely used stains are for smears and 
sequashes. These are the acetoearmine and Feulgen s ta ins . The 
third less generally used is the iodine crystal violet s ta in, 
which although not yield fine preparaticns. The acetoearmine 
method developed by Belling (1920) for chromosome work, coisbines 
the ki l l ing, fixing and staining soliiticns. In i t s simplest form 
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th« procedure involves merely placing the fresh t i ssue on the 
s l ide with an iron needle, placing a cover s l ip over the priipara-
t i o i to Squash the tissue f lat heating the s l i de gently vith an 
alcohol lamp, and ejcamined i t imder a aieroscope. The ehroajMCHae 
appear dark, red the cytoplasm, either pink or colourless. Tissue 
fixed in aleohol-acetie acid ( 3 s 1 ) may be studied. 
The acetocarmtoe solutkn consists of i% of carmine in 
45^ acetic acid. The iron needle that is used to tease the 
t issue apart add a small aacwnt of iron. The fixaticn is provided 
by the acetic acid and excellent for chr^osome. The cam toe 
acts as a basic dye, and the iron may be involved in some way 
as a mordant. Orcein may be substituted for camiae and stains 
some chromosomes better. 
The ease of obtaining good preparations with the aceto 
carmine method has made i t one of the most widely used staining 
procedure for chromosomes. 
Squash preparations are usually teaporaiy In nature miless 
given further treatment. This treatment may cais is t of removing 
the cover s l ip from the s l ide dehydrating, the ce l l s , and th«i 
using a pennanent mounting medium to remount the cover s l j ^ . 
Other method can be used for making perman^t mounts. These 
methods involve moving materials under the cover s l i p . One such 
method is giv«i in the section <m procedures, Chromoiomes 
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frequently require special pretreatraents and other refiti«nents 
of techniques to yield the data required for such special method 
as well as for an excellent treatment of chrooosoaes teelniques. 
7.4. Cy ,^9Xog^gal istitiods 
Microtechnical methods employed In the field of cytology 
are the most c r i t i ca l of a l l , and before a person enters this 
domain, he should take the pajlns to become fa i r ly veil grcunded 
in the basic principles and procedures of general botanical 
microtectaiques. Only in this vay i t is possible to become 
sufficiently to devise the special variations in schedules 
daianded by the differences in structure and chemical competi-
tion of the t issue of diverse plants, Ho two spetles react 
exactly alike to the identical technical schedule, and the 
beginning technician must leam how to adapt the c(»spositiai of 
k i l l ing and fixing fluids and the staining procedure to the 
particular plants under invi^tigatlcn. The cogsaon practice 
of attempting to leam microteebnique and to investigate a 
cytological research problem simultaneously cannot be too stronglji 
condemned, 
Cytological technician in the past have been too content 
to adapt prapiatism as their sole philosophy. The rational of 
their methods has too often mattered l i t t l e or not at a l l , 
provided the final result was according t o t he i r notions. 
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Chapter 8, 
8 . BREEDING OF |«HEiiT 
AS exaaplt the work on vheat haa be^ deteribed. wheat 
is the leading grain crop of the temperate eXiaate of the vorldi 
Just as rice 19 the leading grain erop in the tropica. Although 
cultivated under a vide range of oliffiatle conditions the aost 
extensive production of vb t^ is in areas where the winters are 
cool and the sumer comparatively hot« In South and Southeast 
Asia eultivaticn of vheat is eoaccntrated in Central Northern 
and l^ orth-ASS tern India. 
8 . 1 . PQlUnq t^r^qn to r^t^^ 
Wheat is a self-pollinating crop. Flowering begins in 
the upper part of the spike and throughout the day with two to 
three days required for a spike to finish blooming. The glisaes 
normally open during the flowering process. The anthers protrude 
from the gluae and part of the poll«R is shed outside the flower. 
&itry of foreign pollen while the flower is open nay result in 
a small amount of cross-poUinatiGn. Normally cross-pollination 
is less than l^. If conditions are unfavourable for the opening 
of the glumes the anther may shed their pollen wlt!K>ut being 
extruded. To exclude all cross-pollination in breeding or 
genetic studies the spike may be covered with a butter paper 
envelope prior to flowering. 
When two varieties are to be cross-pollinated flowers from 
the variety to be used as the female parents are emasculated 
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and then pollinated with pollan eoll«et«d froa th« nale parant 
varlaty, wheat flowers are emasculated oa the day prior to 
their Shedding of pollci by clipping bade the glunes and rmoving 
the anthers with f]Qe«pointed tweeters. Pollinations are aade 
one or two days later by breaking a ripe ai<ther over the stifsa. 
Crossing may be facilitated by the utUixaticn of nale sterile 
lines, thereby eliainating the eeaseulatioa process. Genetic 
sale sterility and eyti^lassile laale sterility are both available 
in cOBuaon wheat. 
8. a n9%h9A9 9t bratatag wheat 
Systnatlc and organized research on the iaprovenent of 
wheat in India by breeding was initiated by the late Sir Albert 
Howard and Mrs. Howard at the agriculture research insUtute. 
Hew irarietles may originate through (a) introduction 
(b) selection <e} hybridizaticn. These methods of breeding self-
pollinated erc^s were described. 
8«&l« lRta^ ,dittgtJl<n 
Introduction did not play an isportant part in the early 
breeding of varieties in India ai^ d Pakistan. Foreign or exotic 
varieties imported by Howards were mostly found to be too late 
in maturity for Indian growing conditions. Introduction have 
been used extensively in wheat hybridization programmf»s in India 
and Pakistan, Through f^bridizatioi the resistance geneS have 
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b9flQ transferred to adapted types and nev varieties have been 
developed vhieh combiae the yield and quality of the Indian 
wheats. 
Recently several short strawed varieties have besn 
introduced from Mexico which may greatly change the whSat 
variety pattern in India e»g» Sonara 63^  Sonara 64« 
8.2.2, %d.flCtlm, 
It has already been nentiexied that when the HowartSi started 
wheat iaproveoent work in India at Pusa they had l i t t l e success 
at first with foreign introductlca, either used directly as 
varieties or as parents in crosses since nost introduced varie-
ties were too late in oaturity for the Indian clioate. However, 
the Howards were able to devel(^ within a short tiae several 
varieties outstanding in yield and quality, by selectioi fron 
local types. 
In the Punjab, varieties selected froa local types included 
Prnijab types of distributed in 10li, Punjab type 11 distributed 
in 1913 and Punjab type 8A distributed in 1919. Sose of the 
other varieties selected from local types were Kan pur 13 and C.46. 
8.2.3. iyt?rUUatlqn 
Since about 1925, nost of the isiportant varieties of wheat 
developed in India have be«n developed by varietal hybridiiation. 
After the superior selections had been isolated froo the original 
local's type, it becaise apparent that important advances could 
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not be made except by hybrldizaticn. ThJ9 sequence In obtain* 
Ing new varieties is logical, for an intelligent hybridlsatloi 
prograome can be developed only after the par^t materials 
have been sorted, tested and the b^t strains among t h ^ have 
been identified. Also, the large accumulatl(m of knowledge in 
the field of genetics during the early part of this ewtury 
made possible a clearer inderstanding of the mechanics and 
principles involved In conbing the desirable character is t ies 
of parent varieties through hybridizatioi. However, the practice 
of hybridization had been practised much earlier as the follow-
ing examples will show. The Fulcaster variety of soft red 
winter wheat was produced in the U.^.A, in 3386 by a faraer 
breeder, S.M. S chin del in Maryland from a cross between Fultz 
and Lancaster. This variety was widely grown in the U.3.A* 
until a couple of decades ago. 
8*3. fatfir»p(>cUa,g .ttd tattrg«w4g crofjP 
Jn Interspecific and interg^etlc cr(»s involving cOBsaon 
hexaploid wheat species at the tetraploid level may be used to 
transfer desirable genes, such as rust resistance, insect 
resistance, and other characters from tetraploid spec i f to 
commcn wheat. In the U.S.A., Stem rust resistance gene? were 
transferred from Yaroslavmmer to the Hope variety and from 
lumillo durum to the spring wheat variety. An intergenerie cross 
Involving the use of X-ray to assist in the transfer of a leaf 
rust resistance genes from the diploid species. 
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8 .4 . .^utat^op braading 
HacilatiGn and ehenleal sutageat stay be used to inoreas* 
mutaticQ frequencies in wheat as in other crops• The most 
coamoii observable mutatioas following radiatims have been 
8peItoidS| ooopactoidSi sub coopactoids o%» mutation, chloro-
phyll mutatioQ and other ataormaltles undesirable to the breeder. 
These may generally be dassed as nacrociutaticn and are often 
accompanied by s ter i l i ty and other undesirable pleiotropic 
effects. In additicni nany small aioroautatians occur the 
effects of which are not visible In single plant but can be 
measured in a population of plants. The iQier<»BUtatiGn may be 
more useful than macronutations in breeding since they are less 
likely to be accompanied with pleiotropy or s ter i l i ty . Steri l i ty 
following radiation may result in outcrossing if plants are 
unprotected from foreign pollen offtype plants selected froa 
advanced generations of iradiated populations may therefore be 
a result of mutation plus outcrossing. 
Two varieties of wheat, lewlA and stadler, have be«i 
develc^ed at the Missouri Agricultural Ei^erlment Staticn in 
the U.S,A, by mutrnticn breeding, 3oth varieties were selected 
following irradiation with thermal neutrons of an Improved 
experimental strain, Lewis is shorter and stiffer-straved and 
stadler Is higher in yield and test weight and has oiore resistance 
to leaf rust than the parent strain. It is not known whether the 
change obsapved are the direct result of alteration in the genie 
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alttratlQDS and outcrossing have both occurr9d« The latter 
i^pear to be the most plausible explanation. The tvo imrietiet 
vera naiaed after Dr. Levis J. Stadler* Irradlaticn with X-rajrt 
vaa utilised at the ^^issourl Agriculture £iqperla«)t Statlcn in 
the U.i.A. to obtain a cross over between a wheat chroiaosoffle 
and an alien ehromosocse froca 4g^op8. 
Heterosis in yield and other character in wheat hav» been 
observed for many years, Utiliasatlon of hybrid vigour as a 
method in breeding wheat become possible after finding eytoplasale 
male s ter i l i ty and pollen fert i l i ty reitoring genes in the wheat 
pollen thus permitting natural cross-pollInation instead of 
self-pollination as normally occurs. Pollen fer t i l i ty i» res-
tored to the hybrid wheat by dominant fert i l i ty restoring gfnet 
contributed by the pollm parent, Breeding and utilizatlcn of 
hybrid wheat Involve three steps (a) development and mainttnance 
of male steri le lines (b) crossing of male sterl les with fert i l i ty 
storing lines and (c) utilization of these in the commercial 
production of hybrid seed. 
Hybrid wheat is the F^ proj^ eny of crosses between two 
Selected parent lines. In the production of hybrid wheat one 
par«t will be the cytoplasmic male s ter i le , A l ine produced 
by the procedure described above, the pollen parent, known as the 
H l ine will be cue that (a) restores fert i l i ty in crosses with 
the male s ter i le A line and <b) nicks with the A line to produce 
a vigorous and productive f\ hybrid. The fert i l i ty restoring 
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genes may be transferred to a vheat variety to be used aa R 
line by the back cross procedure. Male fert i l i ty In cytoplasmic 
taale s ter i le wheats with Xi tlaojoheevi cytoplasm male steri le 
wheats with | , t^ ia^ ODheevi cytoplasm may be restored by the 
presence of two dominant genes, Rf, and Rf2« These genes are 
present identified in a plant selected from the cross X, 
tiaopheevi ^kimiSb' Presumably these genes the X, lii<ro.llW?t 
for without these wheat would not produce fert i le pollen. 
In the producticn of hybrid wheat the A l ine contains 
s ter i le cytoplasm and recessive g«ies for fert i l i ty restoraticn. 
Hence it is male sterile* The 3 lines contain recessive genes 
for fert i l i ty restoraticn but has ferti le cytoplasm, hence i t 
is male ferti le. The H line will have the d(^lnant gene for 
fert i l i ty restoratiai, Hf^  and Rfgi but may have either s ter i le 
cytoplasm or fert i le cytoplasm, in either case i t will be male 
steri le . It may be easier to devel<^ restorer lines with 
steri le cytoplasm than with fert i le cytoplasm. Since the 
presence of the Rf restorer gene will be apparent than without 
test crossing into male s ter i le lines. The cytoplasmic and 
genie content of the lines utilised In breeding hybrid wheat 
with the I^ t,|Pl2P.ftttgll cytoplasm. 
In the beginning of the hybrid wheat programme standard 
varieties or experimental lines will be converted either to male 
s ter i le A lines or to fer t i l i ty restoring R lines and used In the 
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pioductlcn of hybrid vh«at, Px«t«it •vldenee Indicates that 
yield Increases In the magnitude of 25 to 30^ over the average 
of the parents may be expected to be increased as research 
advance and new lines are developed with superior cooblnatiOQ 
ability* Current research Indicates that 50 to 6D| seed set 
In seed production for pollinatioi vith a ratio of i male 
pollln&tor row to 2 female hybrid seed producing ro% .^ More 
e^erience is needed in seed prO(&ctian procedure to determine 
finally the ratio of seed producing to pollinator rows to plant 
The condition for obtaining maxiaus seed set and other details 
which will affect the economy of hybrid wheat seed production. 
Ej^erience is needed to learn which varieties may be converted 
Into male steri le H lines and which may be used as fert i l i ty 
restoring lines. Since i t will not be possible to convert 
varieties with male fert i l i ty restoring genes to male s ter i les , 
the latter presumably may be converted to male fert i l i ty 
restoring H lines. Much breeding and testing is also required 
to develop and identify the lines that will ccnbine to produce 
high yielding i ^ hybrids with acceptable agronomic type and 
backing quality. It is also necessary that the A lines and 
the H lines flower at the same time in order that cross po l l i -
nation is affected. 
Here are some selected exasq;>les of work on vheatt 
i>ears (ij944) conducted eytological studies with polyploid 
Species of wheat with reference to additional chromosome 
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ab©rratiOD la XtlUcaa XUUact. S«v«it«en of thu 21 possible 
nulllsoolcs in Trlti,euq vulfar^ var. Chinase Spring have been 
obtained, 11 of these Involve chromosoraes hooologous to these 
of the ouser or te t ra ploidy wheats. The location of several 
genetic factors revealed by nnllis(xnl^« 
t«iulliso3il(^ have been recovered in frequ«ieles of lest 
than one to more than 30 | In the progenies of noooecisics, Tetra-
somlcs have occurred aocng the offsprings of trisomies in 
frequencies of about one to ten percent. Telocentrics and 
isochromosomes occur fair ly frequently among the offsprings of 
monosoffilcs plant, following mid division of univalent chromosomes 
Goud (1966) studied Induced mutation in bread wheat. To evaluate 
the efficiency of treatment with gamma rays, fa i t neutrons 
and E>iS in producing mutaticns in quali tative characters M 
bread wheat and experiment was conducted with s ix varieties 
(N.P. 876, N.P. 872, N.P, 8?3, H,P. 863 aid N.P, 862) treated 
and control seeds of a l l the alx varieties were sown In the field 
The growth and survival was much hampered So. BKS treatment, 
20 kr gamma irradiation, N,P, 870 was much less affected by 
EMS treatment as was relatively more resistant to gamma lrradia» 
tlon, About t> and 35,1 of chimeras were observed in gamma and 
EM treated plants respectively in H^  geaeratlon. The spectrum 
and frequency was very high In nis treatments followed by gamma 
IrradiaticRS, The mutation frequmcy varied with variety 
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H.p. 870 vas highly mutabi* %rh«refti N,p, 862 was rathar stabla 
with the other varlatles falling in batwaan faaraa Irradiation 
proiQcad more of aUlltl2 ^^ apaltold mutations whereas S^4S 
produced more of i^ mt&ftt ^ ?^4<^ ^ sub eorapaetoidi coopaetoid «id 
sphaero-eoceoid mutations. The mutation spectrt» was consider-
ably Increased In MS treatment. Prasad, Joshi and Swaminathan 
(1972) have worked on mutation and racoabinaticn of key character 
In tetraploid species of lyrit^e^a. Studies on genetic differen-
tiation in tetraploid |yitieiM species by mutation and hybridi-
sation e^eriment revealed that the key character fall Into 
two distinct groups, aae of core eoablnation and autaticn and 
the other of peripheral character, ear density, beak length 
and glume shape, which recoablne and mutate freely the Importance 
and relative contribution of such characters in evolution. 
Pokrovshii (1972) has reported some results of breeding durum 
wheat, A» a result of breeding work at the Institute of 
Oh irrigated Agriculture in CTsebekistan, three varieties have 
been bread of which one Alt^ pn, has been approved In the republic 
and two others Dzhura and I»en eurum 3 are undergoing state 
varietal tr ia ls , ^cng the most promising new variety are 
melanopus I, Melanopus 2 and Mel&nopus llO, Katarlna Borojevie 
and 3orogevio have studied the response of different gsnotypes 
of XrltilfiUl atfAJYtta 'P« xaLoct to mutagenic treatments of 
quantitative characters In the H, gmeratlon. The mean value 
Increase sharply in Mg composed with M^  but are s t i l l below 
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those of control. In M3 a illght deereas* %«• observed, in 
the M^  a sta^iaticn mi In M the means value are around those 
of control In all genotypes. 
In the individual genotjrpes aro considerad in which the 
neans has raaehed or exeaaded the raaans of the control in the 
H4 and H5, It was very difficult to see the raspons© of 
different gmotypes. In general, all gmotypas raaet In tha 
same way. Tha specific rasponse to mutagenic traatiaents vas 
not found in the studies of the quantitative character of tha 
Sevan high selected varieties,of IgUiCW &tf.feiTUai Mgftrtt to 
later generations, ?yas (1074) has conducted intraspeoifie 
hybridiKatiCR for the synthesis of winter durum wheat. The 
results are given of a study of F^  to F^ hybrids. The character* 
is tics of the F^ are presented in relet icn to gemination and 
survival rates, winter hardiness, inheritance of the morpholo-
gical characters of the ear and heterosis, Ehiring segregaticn 
in the Fg new forms appeared in addition to those resembling 
the parental varieties. In the F^  stable honosygoisi forms with 
useful economic and biological characters were obtained and are 
now being studied, HaskidashvUi (3074) has reported results 
of study of interspecific hybrids In the second generaticn. 
The results are presented of study of hybrids obtained from 
crosses of varieties of bread wheat with noibranching foms 
of TrirtieuH^  ^upgidi^. The number of different forms which 
Segregated in the Fg varied betwetfi 12 and 25 with direct 
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crosses and between X) and 23 with r«eiproeftl crosses, accord* 
ing to ecmblnaticn useful initial tuaterlaXs for breeding* 
Kovarskii, Georgiev and 3uyukli (1074) have reported results 
of a study of interspecific hybrids obtained by crossing winter 
durum and bread wheat. A study was made of F, hybrid for seed 
8et| germination and survival rates and winter hardiness. In 
phenotype the f-^ intermediate betwsen their parents. The 
highest heterosis observed was for height ( i7fi and number of 
spikelet on the main ear ( 16< ) , The fert i l i ty of the Fj^  
hybrids was 40 to SO^ I, The Fg hybrid segregated into parantal 
and intermediate fonts. The former were twice as fert i le as 
the latter. In the F3 further segrtgation occurred for morpho-
logical and biological characters, useful trans^ressive foras 
were obtained including some yielding 3D.6«38,8 c/ha, 
Sheredeko and l^ artushuyak (1975) have studied inbreeding and 
heterosis in wheat. The inbreeding of plants with chasmogamom 
flowers led to some depression in the form of reduced height 
and seed yield and a lengthtned growth period. Hieful lines 
were obtained with short straw, a high protein content and 
good backing quality, Ffybrids obtained by crossing these 
showed greater heterosis for yield then intervarietal hybrids 
t h n yield was 2 to 3 times higher than that of mieronovka 808. 
Kyslasov (1975) has reported the occurrence of new gnotypio 
formations after the hybridisation of winter with spring wheats. 
When seven winter fonts were crossed with seven spring cnes, 
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hybrids v«r« obtaintd which differed from their parents in 
strav length. Caryopsis shape, length of the period emergence 
headllng and also in the manifestation of hybrid necrosis, 
nacrosis was lethal In crosses of Tioiryazevskaya with Narod-
naya Kharkov 46 and Haketa. In PPG 1 x Skala, necrosis did 
not occur in the F^ lent necrotic fontf segregated In the F2» 
In the Fg Hannyaya 12 z skala, the segregation ratio was 9 
necrotic! 7 normal \^m PPG 1 was crossed with Saratov 36 and 
lutexens, 62, dwary foxns segregated In the F2 in the ratio 
3 normal, 1 dwary. In some other crosses, dwary fotvs segre* 
gated In the F2 and later generation. The selection of plants 
with shortened and lenthed caryopses In the hybrids Bexostaya z 
Saratov 29 was found to effect 1090 graos weight a longer 
caryopsis l gave a higher 1000 grams weight. 
Mettln (1975) has worked oa testing the genetic effect 
of donor chroROBoaes in Intraspeeifie substitutioi In wheat. 
A combine Fj/F2 analysis was used in which 34 monosomic 
and dlsosie hybrids from crosses of monotelosamies 4A and 6A 
of poros with tea winter and two spring wheats were studied In 
the F^ and (2) four 42 - ehromosoaes populations with partial 
or complete recombination. From the crosses with gains and 
Atlas 66^ were studied in the Fg* The F^ analysis showed that 
chromosomes 4A was critical for single plant yield in six out 
of tm coabinatioas but that it was not critical for plant 
height, number of eare/plant, heading date or ear length, 
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chpoooscaaes 5A proved critical fop Qiiab«p of tars/plant in four 
out of sevm combinations but only in some e&s«* for th« othtr 
traits studies. The F2 s^al/^^i tog«th«r with the frequency 
distributicas of the populations, provided evidence that minor 
factors for plant height, nusiber of ears/plant, ear/length, 
nunber of graJns/spikelet. Single plant yield and protein content 
of the grain are associated vlth ehroaosomes 4& in the two 
crosses studied. 
Larlk (3975) has investigated induced mutations in quanti-
tative character of Ir4tt,jlgm it»t4ftti^ Increasing the dose of 
gamma radiation on seeds of four varieties resulted ia increased 
variance, heritability estimate and expected genetic advance 
for plant height, cula diameter and days to heading. The iieans 
of these character decreased compared vlth mtreated controls. 
Mean IDOO grain weight increased* i^fter Irradiation, Wisconsin 
supremo had the highest hereltabllity estimates and genetic 
advance for plant height and the greatest reduction in height 
the variety Ho, 43 had greatest reduetlai in days to heading 
and Wisconsin si;9remo had the highest genotyplc coefficient 




AS example the vork on malise has been deserlbed, 
iMalze is the leading cereal crop In the Aaerlea. In the 
thited States It occupies nearly onefourth of the total cropland 
and has a value double that of wheat, the second most Japortant 
crop. In India aaise occupies fifth place in acreage and fourth 
place In production am(mg the cereals grovn, Maise is grovn on 
Halted acreage in other countries of South and Southeast Asia. 
Maize is a relatively recent Introduction to this area of the 
world, ^parently being brought to Southeast Asia froa America 
by Portugese, 
9-1* P9ll4Ritl9a ,ta, laifff 
An understanding of the net hods of breeding laaixe is 
d^endcnt upon a knowledge of its poll Nation methods and upon 
the genetic compos it i(m of the naize plant. Maise bears mono-
ecious flowers with stamlnate flowers produced In the tassel and 
pistillate flowers on the shoot. Pollination Is aeeonpLi&hed 
by the transfer of pollen from the tassel to the silks. About 
95;^  of the ovules on a shoot are cross pollinated and about 5^ 
are self-pollinated. The main stem of the aaise plant teralnates 
In a tassel bearing two-flowered staatoate spikelets each flower 
having three stamlns. AS tassel flowers <n>en the anthers are 
pushed out by the elongating filaments md pollm grains are 
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emptied. A single tassel from a noroal plant may produce as 
many as 25,000,000 pollen grains or an average of over 25,000 
pollen grains for each kernel on an ear with 800 to lOOO kernels. 
Pollen Shedding begins one to three days before the silks 
have emerged froia the husks of the same plant, and usually 
continues for a period of several days after the silks are ready 
to be pollinated. Hot di^ weather tends to hasten the pollen 
Shedding, 
The ear shoots arise as branches from nodes about midway 
of the stalk, Sach shoot is coaposed of a shank from which the 
husks arise, and terminates In the ear (m which the pistillate 
flowers are bom. the spikelets are bom in pairs and since 
each spikelet normally produced one fertile ovule, there is an 
even number of rows of kernels but does not naraally develop, 
fertilisation of the saeond ovule produced crowded and Irrtfular 
kernels on the ear. Fresh silks functiai both as the stig^aa 
and the style and are receptive to fresh pollen throughout their 
entire length. Severe drought may delay the emerg i^ce of the 
shoots. Fertilisation of the ovule usually occurs within 12 to 
SB hours after the silk has «aerged. Haisa propagated from 
seed that has bem produced by tsicontrolled pollinaticn is 
eommoaly referred to as open pollinated malse. 
Varieties in c^ en pollinated maise have been developed 
largely by mass select ion. 
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never widely ve^ed. Since the development of hybrid aaise most 
of the efforts have been directed towards this method of bre«d-
Sng, In Ibdia and some other areas being developed either for 
use as varieties or as source of germplasa for further breeding. 
Hass selection is the principal method of breeding Open-
pollinated maize. Host of the important varieties of open-
polljtoated maise in the Americas originated by this method of 
breeding. 
In the mass selection of breeding maise ear* are ehosA 
on the basis of plant and ear characteristics. The ear is the 
unit of selection because of the necessity and convenience in 
handling it. Mass selection is used both as a method for main-
taining existing varieties of open*polllnated maize and for 
develop^g new varieties. Each cultivator who selects ears of 
ma ice to plant his next years crop bee<%tes a breeder, and he can 
chenge the character of the maize he grows by selecting for a 
Specific type and characteristics mass selection was not generally 
considered effective ia earlier years for increasing the yield 
of an adapted variety. The ineffectiveness of mass Selection 
for Increasing yield result from (a) the breeders inability, 
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due in part to poor uper^ccital t«cMiqties, to reeo^iixe 
vhother a particular plant was superior due to Its genotjrpe or 
to the Specific ^vlroniaent in which It was growing (b) si^erlor 
plants being pollinated froi both superior and Inferior plants 
so that the high yield potential of a plant not reduced In all 
of Its offsprings and <e) the fact that rigorous selection for 
specific plant characteristics often led to inbreeding and thus 
actualljr decrease yields. There was an indleaf icn that In op«Q 
polltoated malse most progress aay be made by selection for 
(a) vigorous, strong plants (b) large sound, veil developed 
ears, (c) earns froa disease free plants and (d) proper maturity, 
Hybrldlzatloa between varieties either int«itlQnal or 
accidental, was respcnsible for the origin of aany cowBercial 
varieties of open-poll Mated aalse* Such hybridisation added 
to genetic vmrlablllty and oft«n new varietal types could be 
evolved. 
In 1880, Dr. Beal, at the Midilgan Agricultural BjEperia i^t 
Statlcn in the t7.S.A., described an experiment in variety hybri-
dization in which one variety grOMi In adjacent to row. M 
increase in yield was obtained in the hybrid progeny. A plan 
by which farmers could produce their own crossed seed was later 
outlined. 
Early attempts to iaprove the yields of open-pollinated 
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maiz« vev mostly disappointing although varl«tles adapted to 
trarious productioa arei^ had been d«v«lop0d« While it va9 
passible to develop many differaot varieties or to change the 
characteristic appearance of a variety raising the inherent 
yielding ability of a well established variety. This failure 
to improve the yield arose from the heterosygous nature of 
open pollinated maize and the poor plot techniques used at that 
time. The inherently high yielding plants are the result of 
favourable gene oomblnationi They are not SLlvAys reproduced 
in the progenies of the high yielding plants since the plants 
are fertilized by pollen from plant which are highly hetero-
zygous. 
Hybrid maize is the first generation progeny froo a cross 
involving inbred lines. The breeding of hybrid maize involves 
(a) development of inbred lines by controlled 8«lf*pollinaticR, 
(b) determinaticn of vhieh lines may be caablned into pro-
ductive crosses and (c) cosiaereial utUlzatiaai of the cross 
for Seed production. 
m inbred line is a pure line developed by self-pollination 
and selecticn until apparmtly homozygous plants are obtained. 
This usually requires five to seven generatlcn on inbreeding. 
Since maize is normally eross-pollinatedf pollination must be 
controlled in each generaticn and the sUks must be pollinated 
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by ha&d with poUffi collected fros the tassels. After an 
inbred line is developed It say be maintained by self-poUinatlan. 
Inbred lines were developed originally from open pollinated 
varieties. If a maite plant froo an opm pollinated variety is 
selfed, the progeny wUl be reduced in vigoor as compared with 
the parent plant. Additional reduction in vigour laay be noted 
with each selfed generation until a honozygoi;^  or true breeding 
line is developed. About one half of the total reduction in 
vigour comes in the fliet genemticn of saLfing, the remaining 
loss being halved with each successive generatim so that losses 
being halved with each generation and are small after three to 
five generations. In addition to loss of vigour, individual 
plant in the early selfed progenies exhibit many faults such 
as reducticn in plant height, tendency to suckering, lodging, 
disease susceptibility and a wide assortment of other undesirable 
characterHtic. fhe desirable plffiits are selected for selfing 
again in each generation, and the weak alnoroial plants are 
discarded. After five to seven generation of inbreeding and 
rigorous selecticn, vigorous inbred lines, unifoia in aj^earsoce, 
are developed. Each inbred will have a differ«it coobinatioa 
of genes. An inbred is a line aid is disccnded by self polli-
nation from an apparsatly true breeding plant, Hmee, each 
plant will look exactly like ev^ry other plant with the same 
inbred line, fhe purpose of inbreeding is to fix desirable 
character in a homozygous condition in order that the line may 
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be isajbatalnea without gcn«tio ehaage* Vigour exceeding that 
lost durtog the period of inbreeding Is regained to the Fj^  
progeny when the tobred is erossed with related tobred, Durtog 
the inbreeding process many undesirable recessive genes that 
reduced yield, which are »usked by their domtoant a l le le in an 
open*pollinated variety, are ellainated as the weak and un-
desirable plants are discarded, the desirable characteristic 
of the inbreds, such as strong stalks and disease resistance, 
are transmitted to the hybrid progenies when the inbreds are 
cross ed. 
Here are a few selected examples of work done cm maize. 
Beadle (1933) has conducted studies in asynaptlc naize. Synapsis 
Occurs, s^parently nortoally in asynaptlc aalze plants. 
HonologoiEi chrtmosomes tend to s^arate durtog pachytene 
without chlassm foraatlcn. Chli^aa frequ^cy Is low at 
diplotene, diaktoesis and aetaphase. The degree of metaphase 
palrtog in asynaptlc plants Is variable. The plant studies 
showed the aaximum possible range in model frequency of ntesber 
of blval«its, namely from 0 to H), There Is a positive eorrela* 
tlcn between number of blvalents at aetaphase and miniaun number 
of chlasmata which must be assumed to aeeotnt for the observed 
associations. The asynaptlc gene is located in the P - br 
chromosome approximately midway between the P and br genes. 
Parthasarthy (1063) studied the use of induced autopolyploids 
in plant breeding. Induced autotetraploldy can, therefore, be 
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a useful lln« of work for the plant breeder if only studies 
are undertaken on the processes following polyploidy rather 
than the polyploidy Induction itself, 
fher« is no doubt, therefore, that nev autopolyploid 
types as in agriculture, if only the right genetic combinations 
and proper agricultural <nvircxiaent are found* The aethods of 
determining these cooblnatiflns and proper agricultural environ-
m«nt are fomd, Th© methods of determlng these combinations 
and of selecting for vigour and fertility must be considered 
as major probleisi for further investigations in the field of 
autopolyploidy. 
Prasad, Joshi and Swaainathan (1972) studied mutation and 
recombination of key character in tetraploid species of fr^^|«^. 
Studies on genetic differaitiatim in tetraploid Tyitict^ 
Species by autation and hybridisation esQieriamts revealed that 
the key character fall into two distinct groins. One of core 
character, threshing habit, which showed rare reooablnation and 
mutation and the other of peripheral character, ear density, 
beaklength and glume shape, which reoomblne and autate freely. 
The important and relative contributions of such characters In 
evolutions, 
Ahloowahia and Dhawan (1072} studied asynapsls In aaise froa 
Sikkim, iyi]naptic plants with i|»to SO univalctts were found in 
a naise variety from Sikkla, This iiaise population is an 
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isolated and dlttinet eultigen with characters of prlmltlva 
aaise races. 
ianenkova (B73) studied the effect of the pollen parmt on 
heterosism Jn maize. 
The results are presented of a study of the effect of 
the male parent on yield, earing and ripening rate in double 
interline hybrids. The choice of a suitable pollen parmt 
enabled the production of heterotic hybrids exceeding the 
standard In yield by 21.8-41.2?f and ripening rate by 41.7-47.0?!. 
Lor«DajOQl (1973) studied the present trends of malse breeding, 
inspects of maize breeding to vhleh the attrition is particularly 
drawn Include hybrids or to brsed synthetic irarletles, the 
probleas associated with cytqjlasmlc male s ter i l i ty . (The 
suscsptlblllty of cytoplasm T to race T of fi<?,gni49,faOluf, liataaa-
si^ rophus end the high incidence of ferti le plant with cytoplasm [ 
The use of the gene Ht for resistance to Q^ lagtffiWtrffnhUff 
and the use of g«ie ae ( amylase extmder) yix ( waxy ) Og fig 
(Opaque - 2 A floury 2 ) to improve the nutritional quality of 
the grain especially the protein and lysine content. 
Hlgasi Pallwal and Asnanl (1973) have conducted genetic analysis 
of stalk strength In maize, denetlo analysis for rind thickness, 
crushing strength and stalks breakage indicated that both 
additive and non-addltlve genetic variances were Important in 
the determination of these characters. However, in case of 
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crushing streagth and stalks braakaga additiva, gtnatle varianea 
playad greatar role. Doainant gaiia vara rasponsible for higher 
crushing strmgth and rind thlelmass and for lower stalk breakage. 
Average degree of domJnanoe vas In the range of over domJtoanee 
for crushing str«igth and rind thlelsness and for stalk breakage 
it %ia8 in partial dominance range* 
Hahboob All and Eavlndranath (1974) studied perforoanee per se 
in cross eotabinations of ttn Inbred llnei of naise collected 
from four locations in Ixidia, S i p if leant and appreciable 
differences were observed within loalse inbred line from various 
colour, anther colour, silba colour, tassel type, grain typs, 
grain colour and cob colour. The shift in flowering period 
have made producticn of some of the specific single crosses 
and hybrids difficult. It is suggested that Seleeticn by various 
breeders in material not completely homozygous was responsible for 
such changes. The llnei differ in their combining ability as 
well. The same hybrid built up with inbred lines maintained at 
one loeatim gave si^iificantly different performance than y^m 
inbred lines from other locatims were used, Parintal inbred 
lines should, ther^ore, be released only after thigr have attained 
complete homozygosity. They should be maintained by alternate 
selflng and sibbing within the regions for which the hybrid 19 
released. 
Kazanko and Panomarenko (1976) have described the rasults of 
study of t%o-eamed single hybrid and their parental forms. 
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a comparison was made of two cared malse hjrbrlde and 
tHelr initial lines vlth a one yeared hybrid and Its parental 
line in density of stand. In the two eared hybrid an Increase 
In density led to a fal l in the number of plants per heetere 
only SO:^  of plants had two ears and at 63,000 only TOi in one 
hybrid and 25^ in the other. However, at higher doisltles 
the yield of the two eared hybrids fe l l less markedly than 
that of the one eared fozms. llilike the hybrids, the one eared 
and two eared lines a l l gave higher yields at the highest 
dens ity. 
Sokolov, a,?, and Ivakhuenko, A»S, 1976 studied breeding early 
hytnrids for northern area of malse breeding. 
A review is presented of reomt work at the a l l union 
maize institute on breeding early hybrid^ with good cold 
resistance mention is made of the hybrids bred. Joginder Singh, 
3.K. :4ukherjee, N.H, Singh, R.D. Singh, N.p, Oupta, S.B, Singh, 
Iqbal Singh, . . . ., .4.L. Lodha and H.O. Supta have reported 
that systematic improvement of maize crop was taken up in 1967 
under the coordinated maize breeding sohme at this division. 
In a period of less than four years, first four malse hybrids, 
namely Q&nga I, Ganga IDI^  Han j i t and Deeean were released for 
g«:ieral eultivatim its 1961. A number of more productive widely 
adapted and disease resistance hybrids namely, Ganga safed 2, 
Hi Starch, Ganga 3, Gangs and Oinga 5 were subsequently released 
and are already p(^ular. 
Ace No.  o . • .^,-',-
To ovtreco* th« p>o i^^ i^!W!J5«ctfrrtog hybrid 9—6. produc-
tion, a nufflbtr of high yielding coiaposlto h&vo alto been r«l«a8ed. 
Composite* like &iaan 3ana, Vikraa and Javaiiar developed ia 
recent years at this division have not only given high yields, 
but have also knom considerable to major disease and pest, 
A nuBber of high coabiaJng Inbred Itoes vere selected 
from the four reciprocal recurrent programmes Initiated in 1964 
at various ctfitres of the coordinated maise inproveaent seh«ae« 
The Selected lines vere used in synthesizing the is^trove double 
eross-hybrids which are under test in all over India* 
Vencovsky, Paterniani, Miranda Filho and Ando have studied the 
effect of gaoma irradiation en a laaise variety. While the average 
grain yield of progeny growi from irradiated seeds of eentxaaex 
was unaltered the additive genetic variaticn was increased In 
s^arate years. If the two years of traiifi vere analjfSed Jointly 
heritabillty coefficient for progeny over aged 44.65? and 7,6<C 
and selectiCD progress between progenies vas 6.5$ and 1.11S for 
control and irradiated material respectively. 
Khristova has conducted genetic analysis of sotae quantitative 
characters determining yield in maize. 
In the study of ear length and nutaber of rovs per ear 
using diallel crosses involving idevaa lined ear length was 
cc^itroUed by doalnant genes of i.rhich the lines S 103 had the 
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largest number «nd nusber of K rovs shoved, in complete 
dominance or over dominance, f he lines S 103 S 26l <- I and 
Sh 144 had the highest gener«^ l and specific combing ability 
for ear Iwjgth and the lines 142 S i77 and S 26i-l for number 
of ro%i8 per ear. 
*v 9 
Chapter 10, 
10, BREBDHG OF tOa&CCO 
¥ t a s i a l t %M writ,OR ^< ,^»acc9.l>ft». b i « •4ttf.ci:ibQ4 
Although native to the Am«rieai| tob&ceo is nov grown 
extensively in all of the eountriet in South and Southeast 
iUiia. tobacco vas Introduced into India during the early part 
of the l7th century and is presently grown on in area of about 
4 lakh hectares* India is third anong all eoimtries in produc-
tion of tobacco. The kind and (|uaXity of tobacco grom is 
greatly Influenced by the soil and the eliaiate* 
The principal methodi of breeding tobacco are Introduc-
tion, selection and hybridizaticn« Hodezn breeding vork on 
tobacco was started about the beginning of the present century 
in the U.3.A. and other countries. Through the efforts of the 
Dutch scientists breeding work cm, tobacco vas initiated in 
Ind(»iesia which led to the developaent of some exeellwit strains 
of cigar wrai^ per tobacco for that area. Breeding of tobacco 
has been in progress in the Philipptoes for isany ye&is* 
Ehlike crops grown for their seeds, the econoaic value 
of tobacco lies in the quantity and quality of the leaf. 
Introduction has played an iaportant role in the establish-
ment of tobacco varieties in India, Tobacco vas fiKt introduced 
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in India by the Portugu«se in the beginning of th« l7th e«itoxy« 
Pure line Selection has been the main method of breeding 
in the establishment of most of the improved tobacco varieties 
In India. Selections have been oiade from some Introdaeed 
varieties such as Harrisan special 9 frora Harrison special and 
Chatham from unseleeted cross made in Chatham, Virginia tl«S,A. 
The local tobacco gro^ In India has a vide range of 
variability. The Lanka varieties grovn for many years alaig 
the Krisbna and 9odavari| have been fomd to be quite variable 
g«etically. 
iis In other crops, hybridisatioa became more io^ortait 
ia. breeding tobacco as plant character could be obtained more 
or less to fit the breeder*s design. I«arge number of Improved 
varieties have been developed by hybridisation, princijM^y 
In the U»B%A* In which were combined gents for larger number of 
leaves improved qualities and disease resistance. 
Interspecific hybridization has been an Important pro« 
eedure in the breeding for disease resistance in the t7.S.A. In 
many instanoss resistance gffies for specific disease could be 
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found mly in oth«r sp«ei«9 of if^eot^na. This necessitated 
the use of interspecific crosses as already described with 
interspecific crosses, deleterious genes are often added to 
the adfl^ ted variety along with the g«ies for disease resistance. 
To overccne these undesirable features and to recover the plant 
type and quality characteristics of the adapted variety type, 
back crossing has been used also with Intervals crosses, but 
the intensity of back crossing Is not generally as great as 
vith interspecific crosses. The large nunber of species of 
Nii»otlana whieh have resistance to conaon destructive disease 
to tobacuB aakes this a rich field for the breeder* 
10.1.4. tM,at^tl ,tilt<a^I, 
Qie of irradiation or chemical mutagi^ s for creating 
variability has already been d«Bcmstrated. Although creaticn 
of a large nuaber of viable mutations is possible in tobacco 
due to its aatphidiplold genotype, the quality requirmeots of 
the plant makes It difficult to obtain a desirable mutant 
directly, %bridi2atlan may be necessary to transfer the 
desirable mutant character to adapted varieties. Progenies of 
each capsule should be advanced separately foUoving irradiation. 
Since cultivated tobacco Is already a polyploid plant, 
achieving success by production of polyploids in tobacco may be 
difficult. Polyploidy is useful In making Interspecific crosses 
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for the tra&sftr of dlae«s« reslstanct or othsr deiirablA 
characters. 
Son* ••lected 93Bmpl9B of work 03 tobacco ar« descrlbod 
belovt 
Smith (1339) studied the inductim of polyploidy In yieotifg^ 
Species and species hybrids, 
Heristem treatments vlth 0.41^ colchicine and seed treat-
m^t with 0,2, 0,4 and 0.8^ colchicine were aade on a ntiaber 
of '^ Itff^ f^flfll species and species hybrids, polyploid forms of 














Seed and polyploid offsprings have been obtained froa 
i^ £S£Uca» S^  fistlzflycm JOiSLiisi x t^liftsM Issdicya. x lUusa and 
Oawson (1942) studied nicotine synthesis In eiccised tobacco 
roots. The ability of excised tobacco root tips to synthesize 
nicotine when grown in sterile culture has been Investigated, 
In contrast to all other organs of the tobacco plant the 
roots were found to manufacture nicotine in appreciable amounts 
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as grovth oocurr«d. 
Smith (1943) studied Indueed heteroploids of ^^ fl^ j^m l^r Asmg 
p l«ts of ffIffffti Itflft I»«ngs dopffii ( 20 • 13 ) Affscted peroantnt-
ly W colehieine tr«stiaont 2B% V9T% off typa* These vert found 
to be heteroplolds with soraatie chrcaasomes nuabefs as followst 
Oae 9 ( a haploid ) one had 17 (ai • 1 ) two had 32, tvo had 
33t four had 34, tvo had 35 ( 4R • 1 ) and one had 72 • ehrono-
soaes, L, ( an act opioid )• 
Clayton (l953) studied coatrol of tobaeeo disease through 
resistance. Resistance to the major tobacco disease can be 
found in U0 t;pbftq"ft l»it so fkr it has been possible to utilize 
less than half of this resistance in eosiaercial tobacco varieties, 
laaiunity or very high resistance to the major tobacco 
disease has been found in various Species of Nie9tiana. All 
indicatims are that these transfers from distantly related 
species, once established in the tobacco g«QOmes can be used 
for more rapidly and with fever cosplioations involving tspe 
yield, and quality, than is the case with any resistance found 
within the cultivated species, 
Hurty, Murty and H. Anantharaaan (1962) conducted studies on 
indigenous tobaccos and the iaprof«a«»t of Lanka tobacco. 
Here the superior performance of an improved variety 
of Lanisa tobacco which has been desipated Dr. I, An iBq}roved 
method of harvesting Lanka tobacco has be«a suggested tm the 
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basis of th« •xptriaental rtsults, A method of grinding L«nka 
tobacco has also b«en suggosted* 
3urk and Heggestsd (B66) studied the gsnus lyiaotimia as a 
source of resistanct to disease of cultivated tobacco, gJLfiSh 
lliKUL t^ hftcuffl L, cultivated tobacco, is one of 65 species Jn 
the genes Nieotiaq^ over the past 3? years, varying nusbei* of 
the species have been included in test of resistance to tobacco 
disease by research workers In tobacco producing areas through-
out the vorid« This report suoserises these investigations in 
tabular form and discussed method whereby interspecific transfer 
of disease resistance oay be acconiplished* 
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Cfa&pt«r l l « 
11, ISDUCEtON Of POLYPLOIDY 
Polyploidy B«K)S doubling the ehrcnosome nuab«r and e«lli 
containing iBOre than tvo ha^lold s<its of ehroaosoaas fron 
trlploids (m VBp are polyploids* Thara ara tvo sajor typaa 
according to the origin of the ohroisososias. Polyploids having 
ehrodosoaes derived froe parents with slailar g«ioaea are 
autopolyplolds, vheraas having ehrooosoBes derived froa parent 
with dlffarnt ganoaas are allopolyploids, e.g«i If the ohrono* 
some of one par^t are deal^ated as A A and the chronoaoae 
of the other parent as A A the pairing of the ehroaosose in 
the resulting autopolyplold Is oonslstant with their similar 
genetic coastltutlon, Oa the other hand, If the chroaosoaa 
of the second parent are designated as a B, the pairing IQ 
indicative of sl|plfie«it dlfferenoes in gmetlc make up. An 
autotetraplolds ehroaosomal eontmt aay be desl^ated as A A A, 
an autotetraplolds as A A A A, and an allotetraplolds as 
A A S 3, vhere each letter r^resent a haplold set of ehronosoae 
of specific genetic coapositlon, A trlplold organism aay arise 
froa the unlm of a tetraplold individual and a diploid 
individual, m autotetraplold aay arise naturally froa a doubl-
ing of the diploid nuaber in soaatle cells or froa the union 
of tvo diploid gaaetes. 
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Tli« phmommm of polyploidy or the exif tffie« in 
g«Q«tioidly related typas of ehromoioatf number vhioh ar« 
muLtlpl® of eaeb otiitr is cne of th« most vid«tpr«ad and 
distinctive feature of the higher plant and vas one of the 
earl last of thtir eytog«ietic cluneoteristie to become 
extensively studied* 
Ifany of our most valuable crop pints sudi as vheat, 
oat, cotton, tobacco, potato, banena, coffee and sugarcane 
are polyploids vas suppleaented by decisive evidwce ooneeming 
the actual percentage of somt of thsis as in the example of 
Is^Ufim fti£Siixu&t M a m t o , Ulzsjolum snd Hk^tiina Miassau 
The role of polyploidy in the origin of new types being 
created by the plant breeder was reco^ized in the case of 
*^erennlsl wheats", m increase in sise of the Individual 
cell is perhaps the most widespread effect of polyploidy* 
A number of secondary effects are associated with thi 
primary affect of polyploidy on cell sise. Effect of polyploidy 
is on the genetics of segregation due to the pres«c« of dupli-
cated genes. 
The polyploidy is the best way of producing constant 
and fertile speclas from sterile interspecific t^brids, e*g., 
,^4cfft,4aflft lklU!l& Typical all (polyploids or amphlploids 
which reseable diploids in the regularity of chroaosooe pairing 
at meiosls and in the constancy of their genetic behaviour 
have now bem synthesized in forty or more instance. At least 
half of the naturally occurring polyploids are probably strict 
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allopolyploid* In that th«f hava origlnatad from F^ l*ybri» 
between tvo aneeitral specie* vhieh vcre ao distantly related 
to each other that their chronosonte were ess«it ial ly nco-
honolofus. This do«i not include specie* which are diploid 
with respect to the basic nuaber of their genus, but of which 
this generic nuaber aajr be of polyploid derivation, a> In 
the subfamUy Egft^Mtftl of the a<^ ,agttR«> 
There are now several examples which show that evffi 
extreme allopolyploids, derived from hybridisatim betwewi 
species having widely different chronosotBes stay resemble one or 
the other of their partntal species so closely that they have 
not been recoplsed as distinct by systsiaatists. One of the 
!BOSt striking of these is tfaft^rtiUB atflg9ahTU.«8i» This species 
vas originally regarded by Manton (1935} as an autotetraploid 
form of the ordinary water cress ^ gfCictealflS chiefly on the 
grounds of its external aoiphology, 
^1.2. TYB.^ S of ,poXyaX9|js, m.j %ti9^Z Cl»l»fittg^tlfi» 
The four types of polyploids recognised by the writer 
(3^47) aret 
Autopolyploids, segmental allopolyploids, true or gonomie 
allopolyploids and autoall^olyploid*. The first two occur 
In nature predominantly or cit irely at the level of triploidy 
or tetraploidy; true allopolyploidy can occur at any level foia 
tetraploldy inwards while autoallopolyploidy is confirmed to 
heffitploidy and higher levels of polyploidy. The term amphiploid 
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col»«d hy ClauSflD, Keek and Hitsoy (1945) U suggitttd as a 
oollactiva tana to eovar a l l typas of polyploids which hava 
arisen aftar hybridization betvatan two or oora di|>loid spaciat 
s^aratad by barriei« of hybrid stari l i ty . I t , tharafora, 
includes segmental allopolyploids, true allopolyploids, and 
autoallopolyploids plus anauploids which have arisen froa 
hybridisation batvaan tvo species belonging to an aneuplold 
series with lover numbers as In piftsa i^ya Nagahuru tj, (1935) 
Frandsen (3943) and ScaftllUft. CWtoga 1940), The second type of 
polyploid is that termed by Stabblns (1947) a segmental iUi2s 
p,Qlirelo^ <V It say be defined as a polyploid eontaJnlag two 
pairs of genomes which possess In COOBOQ a oonsidarabla number 
of homologous chromosomal segm^it or even whole chromosomes, 
but differ from each other in respset to a sufficiently large 
numbarof genes or ohromosomas segments* 
i^other well-known polyploid which probably is of this 
type is Sfilaaitt tttfaftrgl.m* i t s somatic ninber is aa . 48, which 
makes i t tetraploid. 3lace the basic number for Soianug as wall 
as a large number of other genera in the Solanacaae, is x « 1S« 
Two other well-knovc polyploids which are probably of this 
type are mjim. U^lfiQifi eni ^SlfllUa SUCQIO. The former species 
was judged by Oragor and Sansome (1930) to be an allopolyploid, 
en oplnicn shared hy Clausen, Keck and Hiesey (1945). But 
Ifordenskiold (1941, 1945) aftar int«isive study, considered i t 
to be an autopolyploid containing the diploid eooplament of 
Pt^ ^^ i^  nodosia^ trebled, while %ers (1944) noted eytologloal 
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charaet«ristie9 ^dloating autopolyploldy. 3at since tvo 
different haploid plants of Z» ^'*'^%^*^t «»• studied by Horden-
sklold and one by Levan (1941), typleally form 7 blvalents and 
7 unlvalmt their genomic formulae must be MB, and that of the 
diploid AAM BB. The evldmce of Nordensklold suggests that 
the 4 genome Is very likely that of £^  nodosum and the 3 genome, 
that of the diploid Eo ftlpiaaffl* 'fhe tetraploid E^  al^ njflun^ t 
which Gregor and Sansome believed to be ancestral to l^ nodosuiin 
¥as shoiii by Nordlnsklold C1945} to be an allopolyploid contain-
ing the B genone and a s t i l l different one, belonging to soae 
diploid species as yet un-ld«itlfied* The naturally occurring 
polyploid relationship found In the i^!^ ,^89ie^  species is three 
common diploid species of Ba|83,kftt ^ (itiBft^trl«i & QlUs&i sn<S 
S* ol,^ ra<^e^ have haploid chroaoscKte nisaber of :K>« 8 and 9 
r^pectively. Ttwse have been assigned the genone d^i^illations 
A, B and C, % iVMSH (MBS) is a natural amphidlplold combining 
the genomes of the two species. ^ eompastyis ( AA ) and ^ QiUi 
( SB )• % SUBJUS. ( AACC ) is a natural amphidlplold coabintog 
the genomes of the two species, ^ f»oaynftrifl ( AA ) and & 
2ll£ifiS& ( CC ) . a, fii£laai& ( BBCC ) is a natural amphidlplold 
combining the genomes of the two species, £, o isca ( BB ) and 
& Slfi£ififi&( CC )• 
Polj^loldy is of Special interest In plant breeding because 
i t adds to the genetic diversity in the plant kingdom. Poly-
ploidy offers the breeder an opportunity to bring about changes 
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io. the eharaettr of a plant by altering tha chronosoaa numbar 
and eOQS«qu«ntIy the nuaber of genaa vlthin a single cel l . 
Another consequence of polyploidy is to increase the coaplexity 
of genetic ratio. In polyploid species genes frequently occur 
in multiples of the basic ohroaosoae nuaber. In conmon wheat a 
hescaploid which originated from a combineticn of the chrooososte 
from three different species have been reported and to be deter-
mined by three independent genes. In a polyploid species 
recessive plaits appear mudi less fraqumtly in a population 
than they would in diploid species. This requires that the 
breeder grow a much larger population of a polyploid to recover 
a corresponding number of recessive phenotypes than would be 
necessary with an ordinary diploid. On the other handt recess ive 
mutaticns that are deleterious to the par«it may be covered up 
by their dominant alleles to a greater extant in polyploids 
so that they are not expressed as frequently in the phenotype 
of the plsDt, 
Polyploidy has been an important factor in the evolution 
of plant Species, A knowledge of its cross from closely related 
Species, ^ronosome doubling is frequently necessary either in 
one of the parent species before the cross is made or in the 
hybrid plant to obtain fert i le progaoies from Inteitpeoific 
crosses, 
11,3, Brief account of earlier work on polyploidy. 
A few examples of work on indueticn of polyploidy are 
givsn belowi 
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Wellenslok (1938) studUd aethods for producing yr^t.ie^lfa. 
1. F^ plants of cross«8 between winter wheat and winter rye 
were vegetatlvely reproduced by sowing in the spring} followed 
by r^eated dlvisloi clones of 3DD-400 plants could be obtained 
in one seascm, 
2* ^i elonal plants were treated with colchicine by putting 
thess with their roots in an aqueom soluticn. The most pronis-
ing result were obtained with 0.05^ solutim during a four day 
period in day tlaie in the soluticn over night in water. 
3. Several new |ritfi<s^e8 with 50 ehrooosoises have been produced 
Nebel and Ruttle C1938) studied the cytological and 
genetical si^ificanee of colchicine* 
Colchicine iahibits spindle foimation. In dividing cells 
of anitaals and higher plants, cells with the doubled ehrooosome 
number are thus formed. AS growth progress in plant, didiplold 
and aixochemeric shoots are foraed* Tetraploids have obtained 
by this means in many do not show the effect of poljrploldy 
equally well. To induce chrociosoiaal changes in somatic tissues 
of cultivated plants as obtained with colchicine may be called 
plant breeding with non Mendelian methods. It must be emphasised 
that this method of genetical approach will require more oars 
on the part of the practical breeder and more expec^ te than 
the Mendel ian method. 
aasweller and Brierley (1940) studied colchicine induced 
tetraploidy in yHuOi M a result of colchicine treatments 
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of th« stea apex of yXllffl, yoraosgniii^  bulblets v«re pro due td, 
most of which proved to be tetraplolds. The tetpaplolds pro-
duced m one indlvlduBd plant vere all slightly fertile but (»l]r 
one of nine produced on mother individuals vas fertile. The 
tetraplold flowers varied in sise bat average about 25f larger 
than diploid flowers. Six hundred and six seedlings were secured 
front selfing the colchicine Induced tetraploid and sevm of the 
original 22 tetraploid have been by scaling. 
Hendes (1940) studied polyploid cottons obtained through 
use of colchicine. 
Octoploid and tetraploid plants were obtained frost seeds 
of Qo».^ ,yRto misysilm «°d ^ tlftr,teftCttW treated with colchicine. 
The seeds of ^ t^ erbaeeua were gaiierally hoaozygous and reacted 
as a rule more uniforaly to the drug than did the seeds i^^  i^rsut^ qi, 
Flower with dehiscent anthers were self pollinated and 
other were cross pollinated with pollen fron tetraploid and 
octoploid plants, no fruit-set occurred. A few fruits trm 
open polljbated flowers have been detained. There were alnost 
sphericali larger and havier than the noxnal. The seed coat 
was vez7 x^>d and the percentage of germination was low. These 
Seeds yieldei nornal tetraploids ( ai « 52 ) . 
HaSiaa (3942) c<mducted studies on the tetraploid flax 
Induced by colchictoe. By treating with 0.08^ colchicine solution 
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in 20 hrfi. at 2S'C tetraplold plants vare Induced in 2-5!^ of 
the treated 8eed;i in 3 species. These tetraplold plants vere 
of glgas types. 
Hecht (1044} induced tetraploidy in a se l f s teri le 
OcpothTfl. Tetraploidy has been induced in a se l f s terUe race 
of l>«<?trlWgi rft<?Bfe4BttlI& by treatment vith colchicine. An 
analysis of the inheritance of the self s ter i le allele in the 
tetraploids based on <^posing s t er i l i ty al lels according to the 
general scheme of East and Mangeldory, 
Perthes art hy (2953} has studied the ueie of induced auto-
polyploids In plant breeding. 
Induced autopolyploidy can, therefore, be a useful work 
for the plant breeder i f (mly studies are undertaken on the 
processes following polyploidy rather than the polyploidy 
induction itself. There is no doubt therefore, that nev auto-
polyploid types as in agriculture, if only the right gmietic 
combination and proper agricultural envir^m«nts are found. 
The method of determining these combinations are fousd these 
conditions and of selecting for vigour and fer t i l i ty must be 
considered as major problems for further invQetigati(»s in the 
field of autopolyploidy. 
Simonet, Marc and Peter Werckraeister have conducted 
a cytogenetic and descriptive study of the trlspeclfic iris 
hybrids. 
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Stolorine vhleh bas curious colour 15 Interacting for its 
vigour and it» «arly flowering. If oal© fart i l i ty pftrolts tb« 
study of its breeding possibilities as a parents witb other ta l l 
garden irises. 
Mahal, Pal and Khoshoo (19<B) have described artif icial 
and natural polyploids in AQt.kelltoBl» 
It is pointed out that the cytogenetic differene«i between 
the two phytogeographie elistfits of ^ti,pyhinuaa. The airopean 
species appear to be at diploid level with genooes not suff ici-
ently differentiated while the Aaierican species tend to be 
polyploid* The g^e flow and consequmt break down in self 
incompatible barriers* If future cytogenetic studies confira 
their differences, then ^tlrrhlnuiq is a divergence in similar 
cfivironnients in two different ccntinents. 
Base and Panigiohi (1069} have conducted studies on Induced 
polyploidy in l^EuOa UattClS. (Benth). 
Apical growing regions of 2 varieties of ZiMX^ l%^^ri,qs 
orange and white were treated with 0*2^ eochicine for 12 hrs. 
Survival of plants t i l l maturity was less in colchicine treated 
ones than in controls. Typical effect of eochicine l ike slow 
grovth of plants during early stage* of the developnent, thicker, 
leathery and defomed leaves, shorter intei^nodes, increase basal 
circumference and more numbsr of leaves were observed in the 
treated plants in conferIson with the control one. In addition 
to this, colchicine treated ones of both the varietiflS had less 
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number and blggtr sl2« of i^ tomata in comparison with the control, 
Baghuvanahl and Chawhan (1974) hava conducted studies on arti-
f ic ial ly induced higher polyploids of gfttttorTOthtf EQ^ ey?.^  
A ooraparatively account of art i f ic ial ly induced tetra, 
mixo and octoplolds in £^  ypaeus is presented multivalent fre-
quency va« very low multiple and multipolar spindle vere normally 
in mixo, hexa and oetoploids, while spindle functioned normally 
at ai and 4n levels coapleaents fractionation in origin of 
ancaalous spindle, 
Zadoo, Roy and Khoshoo (T975) studied cytogenetics of 
cultivated Sougalnvilleas, 
Induced tetraploidy and restoration of fer t i l i ty in steri le 
cultivars. 
Induced tetraploidy restores fert i l i ty in s ter i le eultivars 
of induced tetraploidy of self inconpatible, but set seeds 
readily en crossing, 
Grant (1976) studied the evolution of kairyotype and poly-
ploidy in arboreal plants, Although biochfoiical studies have 
been carried out on voody plants Interesting correlations have 
been noted between nuclear D^ A content and several parameters. 
Such a geographic range eeological adaptation nuclear volume and 
karyotypic differences such as chrooosooes length, HybridlEatlon 
between genomes with complements possessing chronosomei of dlffermt 
relative size, 3 chromosome and repetition mk and heterochronatIn 
B chromosome may not be as rare in three species were genomes at 
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pr«0tGit exhibit only aod«rat« dlffer«iof0 betwean specl«s while 
successful calltii production has be€fi Induced for a number of 
woody species. So far no haploid trees have been produced* In 
aetula there appears to be l i t t l e barrier to cross-fert i l isat ion 
and plants with different euploid chromosoiae have been obtained 
from Seed to the same parental t ree . 
9eriB«n Haig (i940) coaducted a cytological analysis of 
polyploidy. The methods of inducing polyploidy in the ae io t lc 
and somatic cells of SlU2i2 44^ t?Q^Quy with colchicine and tempera-
ture . Gross and cytological obswvations are presented concern-
ing somatic changes brought about by colchicine treatment of 
lUlSfiS flower par ts . I t was found that colchicine enters t issue 
and inhibit cel l divisions, while the nucleus and cell voluoe 
may increase presumably as long a.a colchicine is present in 
sufficient quantity to be effective unt i l such an increase is 
checked by some other factors. In temperature treated materials 
fragmentation, ft:e»icii and chroaatin bridging occur* I t is 
suggested that clumping brought about by temperature t rea ta«i t 




Hut at 1ms ar« suddm heritable ehangat Sn an organ isia 
\idieraby Its progeny may exhibit altered size, foim and function. 
They are eLassified into those involving changes In the ehenieal 
structure of gene ( point aiutatim ) | those Involving chromosomal 
aberrations ( Transloeatlcn, deletim, invezslon, duplleatlm ) . 
And those involving changes in chrcxsososte number* 
the mutatlois occurring constantly in nature or In e^erl-
mental culture are called Sa^ taia,tffiqs,. ttm>itl<Rff» Xt is not a 
promising source of immediate variability to the plant breeders, 
Hoveveri mutation can be artificially induced end induct ion of 
vital beneficial mutation Is now becoming an increasingly 
important method of plant breeding* 
Regarding the history of treatment of embryos and seeds 
with mutagens. Muller (1927) was perh^s the fixet person to 
explain the effect of X*rays as biological organiia and after 
this Bach mryf Stadleri Hlby studied the effect of various 
mutagens in differtfit crop plants* Later Katarlna and zJorojevlc 
gave mutagenic treatmmt to several varieties of Trit^ <*t^ m 
aest^ vuffi spp, vulgare in order to study the response of differmt 
genotypes, C, Sroerljes worked on Saintpaulla to study the dose 
rate effects of various mutagenic ag«it both radiation and 
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chesleal outaticn fr«(iu«cy and sp«ctrani A Oustaffason 0, 
Luadglost and G. Wemm treated grains for 1, 2^ 3, yaara (1963-
62) eithap singly vlth nautpons op E,riS, op with both l.©» 
mutation research was done on Sapley* Roses and Marigold by 
H. Heslat. Hore than 1000 autatlons of pice have beds Induced 
in a single variety by radiation treatment and their agronomic 
characteristics have been studied by T, Kaval* 
Wettslen (1941) has described mutation in Antfl^ prhinqn 
lj[^ ]]S. which produces equally drastic changes in the flower but 
which is the less fertile and viable. Pullna A. Desal has 
treated three varieties of Tpiti«»u« dttCM with fast neutrons 
high doses of gamma rays and B.H[,S, solution* 
!£•& IffiPQf^ infifi ,ftt Bttt^aUoB to .BYoXttUqR ma to plant tergtatag 
The importance of mutation. In the evolution of plant 
species has long been known. But it is only in recfot years 
that means have been available for the practical plant breeder 
to create at will and utilize mutations for the development of 
improved agricultural varieties. The knowledge that radiatlcn 
and chemical mutagms will increase the mutation rate in a crop 
Species has led to the development of a new breeding procedure 
sometimes referred to as JMaUai Sittadtolt A« a tool of the 
plant breeder, mutaticn breeding is yet in the developmental 
stage. The discovery that polyploidy can be artificially 
induced by the use of colchicine and other means has stimulated 
the practical breeder to utilize variants created by doubling 
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ehromosomo auaber or by coablninf ehroiiosome s«ts froa tpeeitt 
hybrids as source of a»v breeding materials. 
Mutaticn occupies a central positicn in ftDetios, The 
mutated gene is the unit of Hendeliao inheritance* It under-
lies those processes which often by exceedingly intricate paths 
lead to the appearance of g«ietically determined dlffer^eei 
between individuals, i t is the ultiaate source of hereditary 
variability, without which evoluticn would have been iapossible* 
Most branches of genetics deal with mutated gcnes, but they 
treat them as eidsting objects of research without inquirlag 
into their origin and nature, f^utation research on the contrary 
aims at elucidation the manner in which mutations arise and the 
way in which the mutated gviome differs from the original one. 
The first to use the t e n mutation in a genetioal sense 
was De Vries one of the three rediscoverezs of Hen del* s laws 
in 1900. He applied the term to suddA hereditary ehmge ^Ich 
he had observed in the evening primrose Q.flRgthagi laaftrK4inift> 
AS it happ«Q we know now that most of these changes were not 
mutation in any sense of our modem tern, but rare recombinations 
of existing genes occurring in a peculiar genetical system. 
The term mutation has been retained to define sudden changes 
of genotype, excluding the trivial ones which are due to recoaibi-
natioQ at aeiosis or during somatic crossing over. 
0«ne mutations have been artificially induced by several 
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ag«Dts but most Important of thm are of tvo types (a) Radla-
ticas of varlc»8 type (b) liatagcnic chemicals. 
These agents are increasingly used in plant breeding for 
producing Tarlablllty to the extent desired effect through 
modifying the gene controlling s y s t ^ s . These have been used 
in maUe and other crop plants extensively* 
1&3.1. Raa4ftt4on 
Mutation inducing radiatlcn are of two kinds, |oplsit|g 
and rii^^ofilsing. Ionizing radiation Is very important for plant 
vigour* 3eta and gamma radiation X*rays and neutrons are a fen 
examples. The only genetically active nen Ion Icing radiatlcn Is 
ultraviolet light obtained from mercury light, 
12.3.2. tffntetog raaifttlOR 
The effect of radiation chiefly x-rays, gaana rays 
greatly increases the mutation frequency of genes under certain 
condltlcns upto lOOO tises that of controlled (Standler on 
aarley, malae, Good spead on Nleotlana ) Nllsoo Bhle (1929) 
initiated experiment to induced mutation In cereals and other 
crops. OustoffSon (1930) used in Barle y. 
Generally atoms are neutral and balanced due to positive 
partlclei of nucleus and negative particles surrounding nucleus 
but when Ionizing radiatlcn pass through matter t h « electrical 
disturbances occur due to addition or loss of electron etc. 
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Th« partlol«B bec^e ehaoged asel thigr ar« eallttd ions. Whtn 
the lens are foimed then s(»ii« oheiBieal ehanges take place and 
the changed molectile Is either a gene or part of a gene, ^hm 
this modified gene duplicate autatioi is prodtaeed. 
If radiatiOQ involved sub atoiaie particles, they are called 
particulate type of radiation. If the vhole soleeulet like 
Wk effected or the chrcaiatids break vtp these are called nm-
particulate type of radiation. 
Plant breeders have induced beneficial nutatioas chiefly 
by x-rays, neutrons and radio isotopes. 
It is popular as source of radiatim in plant breeding 
because its machine is generally airailable easily to qperate 
and its doses can easy to measured and machine can Switch m 
end off at will. The problem of contaiainatiao of residual aetiviti 
is not existence. Thus doses of x»rays required to cause nutaticn 
vary with organisms. Hature of material being irradiated and 
many other factor, e.g«, dry seeds, at high doses, germinating 
seedling or vegetative parts. The object to be used a doses 
high enough to cause as many mutation as possible without too 
serioifily damaging the germination grovs and the fertility of the 
plants arising from seeds. Differeot varieties and species differ 
in x-rays. 
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It is being Sneroasingly as«d vith th« availability of 
atoinie raaeters, fast ntutrcns can ba laodarattd by graphyta or 
heavy watar In a nuclear reactor* tantll this velocity i« reduced 
to that of themal n^utron^ Thes© doe as calculation is a bit 
difficult, here the cotsmoi unit Jls ( Hoentgfnt equivalent « Bq ) 
Hhe biological materials exposed to thermal neutrons are 
uiually made mildly active for a short period and must be 
monetered. Neutron irradiatlm produces effect differ from 
those x-iays because here the affect on seeds are uniform. There 
are higher frequencies of chromosomal mutation and abexration, 
Badio isotopes of elem«its like phosphorous P32 and 
sulphur S^ which are essential in nuclear metabolism may ba 
used in a number of vajrs on mutagenic agents, since the energy 
in the foim of 3-particles it is desipated fairly rapidly. 
3ut then oough precautions taken in utilisation md disposal. 
Badioisotopes of phosphorous and sulphur must be used in such 
a vay that they are moved through transpixatiCR streams 
actively dividing, maristems here they move on ions but being 
unstable* They transmulate and 3-particles causes the ehromo* 
somal rearrangement vhich result in mutatioi. It has been found 
^ l,gU4cUH fcgi:<itByx9R, hybrid seedlings If treatad in petridishes 
with 40-60 Heuries of radio active per dish the mutations are 
quite lethal. 
i'03 
Active cobalt ( C©!^  ) U one of the good toureeB. These 
rftdiatlcns are eLectro-magnetlo like x-rays but theae are of 
shorter wavelength and h«nce mora penetrating. These are also 
measured In terms of q^intfent yoU^ 
The nature of Induced mutatlcn has been fotnd that nev 
genes or alleles induced by Irradiations are of essentially 
the same kind as the spontaneous one. The only change here 
is increased in the rate of mutation caused by irradiatlcn. 
Ultra violet rays with short wave length are absorbed by 
the materials causing non-icnising radiations. These rayt 
increase the anergy levels of electron causing exitation which 
resulted mtlecules caisc* mutations. Though i t is not deeply 
penetrating and applicable only to thin layers of cells. It 
has been found to be effective on pollen grains and root t ^ s . 
It has been found that noi-ionizing radiatims do not 
result generally into grass ehromoeomal rearran gvoent. On the 
contrary, x-rays radiaticn do so. Also ultra-violet radiation 
induced higher frequency of soealled point mutation per chromo-
somal aberration they do x-rays e*g*, mutation fotxid in Tr^dla^ 
SXOitJJk pollen and maize endosperm. 
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Chapter 13. 
13. SOME UXAI^ PLBS OF RiSH.T ACHIEVED WITH MUTATION 3RBBDIN0 
It has often be«i pointed out that Induced autants may be 
of great value in cross-breeding progrAsuaes, Theoritlcal stud lea 
by Hogberg Mettln and others have shoiii that different mcBbexa 
of a polygenic system governing an Individual character em be 
changed by mutation. 
Although the use of induced mutants to cross-breeding 
progx«i!Mes and agriculture seeos to offer great pees lb 11 i t les . 
The mutagens such as ionizing radiatlm as veil as some chemical 
mutagens increase genetic variability, thus presenting the 
breeder with greater opportunities of controlling part of the 
evolution of his plants vhm subjecting th«B to breeding vork. 
Oka dealing with rice, shows that irradiation induced 
changes in the t»rlability of polygenic traits , Scossiroll «& AL 
also demoastrate the irradiation Increases the variability of 
most polygenic traits In wheat, In comparison with control. 
3han and Kaul (1964) worked on f requmey and spectium of 
chlorophyll-deficient mutation In rice after treatment with 
radiation and alkylating agents. 
Three mr let les of rice were treated with gamma rays and 
two alkylating agents EMS and D^ alone and in combinationi with 
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a yi«v to finding out the frequooey and speetrasi of chlorophyll 
mutatloiis in relation to the genotype and the nature of the 
mutagens, 
Hmoag chlorophyll mutants in H2 induced by radiations as 
veil as alkylating agents, the aUU&l ^7P9 formed the majority 
caass. m^ induced a sigiifieantly higher proportioo of albinos 
than did gamma rays. 
the highest mutation frequency for single treatments waf 
obtained in aasmati treated with 40 KR gamsa ray (4,2l<0 followed 
by 1,0^ SHS treated Jhona (3.^lD« Combined treatment of gamma 
rays and £^ 3 to Jhona gave a chlorophyll mutation frequency as 
high as S*4B%» When the data for three varieties were pooled 
both alkylating ag^ts and mdiatioas induced a higher frequmcy 
of the albino type. The albino ratio for toth classes vas over 
1.0 and combination treatment next frequent class closely followed 
by yiridi^s for each of the three mutagens, Differances in the 
mutation spectrum produced by gaasa rays and DSS were negligible, 
EMS shoving a higher albino ratio. The head progmies for 12796 
plants which survived treatmmts with ionizing radiations yielded 
176 Independent reversions and 252 dependent reverions were 
obtained from 1076 plants which were tested following treatment 
with Bi^ , One should not attach much siipificanoe to these data 
because those revertants which arose in irradiated populations 
were obtained fr<»i a wide range of doses, whereas those obtained 
from S4S treateaent were obtained frda erne selected concmtratlcn. 
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The first x-ray Induced revfican v«r« obtained In t9S9, 
vher«a« the first EiB induced reversions were obtained In 1964. 
Accordingly, more genetic data are amllable on the 25 radiation 
induced reversions selected for concentrated study then on the 
23 ohemlcally Induced reversions onvhieh aost effort Is at 
present being eiqpended, 
Tg data from crosses betveoi the 2S radlatioa Induced 
revert«nts, the yv mutant stock in vhieh they originated and 
the noraial gre^ pro»gtnltor shov that 22 of thes are not 
available, Dftta frost Inter-erosses anong the 25 revertants 
indicate that a mlniauo of nine dlffersnt loci are responsible 
f* reversion* 
The data accumulated so far clearly shov the follovlngt 
k mutant ( yv ) which represses nofmal chlorophyll production 
In barley can be overcome by both dominant and recessive mutat-
Iciis, The recessive mutations have been Induced with both 
ionizing radiatioas and Ei& and those studied are all suppressors. 
The x*ray Induced suppressors can be ascribed to a number of 
different chromosomes but several mutaticns have evolved in the 
saae locus. The dominant revertants have all arisen from l ^ 
treatoent. 
Singh, Dubey mad Panda (1973) worked on mutation studies 
In 1^  aastivuiB ( bread wheat ) ( di » 42 } is now ccns idered an 
ideal test material for measuring rates of differ«it typtu of 
mutations Including point and de].eticn mutation and chromosomal 
rearrsD gam ants since it can withstand many of ftueh changes vhieh 
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hAV l i t t l e or no detrin«ntal «ffecta on its viability. 
i^ everal sp«ei«9 of wh«at with different dwarfing genet ie 
architecture vere subjected to a series of mutagenic treatment 
including gamma rays, jE-rays, th^ Kn^ l nmitrons, radioisotopes 
and chemicals, these eiqi^ erimeats have led to aecunulation of 
informatian en (l) the relative efficiency of differ At treat-
ments (s) genotype treataent interactims (3) effectivtfiess of 
single combined treatacnts (4) use of indicative parameter la 
M^  (5) Mutations at specific loci (6) dwarfing g«ies in wheat, 
(7) iMutaticn respoase to previwis selection pressure and subse-
quent mutaticQ trends and (8) effectiveness of mutation broading 
in achieving specific object Ives» 
Baut, Panwar and Jain C396B) voiced on mutation breeding 
in cotton. Photo in sensitive mutantst The variety MCI^ S 
rec^tly released for cultivation in South India is (me of our 
best quality cottons. Because of its photosensitive tnder North 
Indian conditions, it flowers wry late and yields negligible 
quantity of seed cotton, A mutant of this variety isolated aftei 
gamma irradiation of seeds Jn photosensitive, flowers in S5-63 
days yield aS well or better than the standard variety of ths 
locality aid spins to SOs counts* 
Aastveit (1965) studied effects of combinations of mutagsia 
on mutation frequency in barley. 
Two mutagens acting in sequence may produce higher or 
lower mutation frequencies than ths sua of single treatmwits. 
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Sinee 1965 combination of mutagflni hav« bem tried in barley 
tt^d JUfil& fal^ The present paper r^orts upon the result of 
three aiffer«at barley ejiperiaeiits ( a, b & e )• The mutagen 
testedi single and in c(»ibinaticas of gana ra]^, MS^ DBS and 
neutrons. The combination of gama ra^ and E^ gave lets than 
additive frequencies of mutated Mj^  plants for chlorophyll 
mutations. When estimated on a spike or 1000 t^ plant basis, 
on the other hand| the same combination rates were estimated at 
mutants per 100 Hg plants, the combined treatment gave the 
highest segre^tion ratio of ^UUaft and Ilcl423. mutants. Th^e 
ratios are also increased s l ^ if leant ly with increase doses 
of ]©©, It is concluded that the over addltlvity of gamma 
rays and S^ may to some extcit be a dose effect. All treatment 
with gamma lays, mB^ DHS and neutrons, sigaifieant differences 
were also found in the mutation spectrum and in the segregation 
ratios. Neutron gave the highest relative frequencies of 
4iyBfi oiUtants within segregating families. The mutation 
frequencies after combination other than gamma rays, p{S varied 
considerably. 
Katarina iorojevic and S. Sorojevlo (1073) studied responsa 
of different gmotypes of IciUcm Ai^ dUxSffi. and sp. ailfflait to 
mutagenic treatmrnts. For the study of response of differmt 
genotypes to irradiation they had chosen several varieties of 
llylUcttI ftga.tJYBai, «id sp. xuLiU»# 7 e^ analysis through 
generations was performed on seven varieties representing entlrel 
different genotypes and divided in three experiments. According 
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to th« year ana type of treatment the ri^ult shovs that Irradia-
tion hy thermal neutrons and x-rays and gansa raya result in a 
decrease of quskntltatiye characters In the M^^ gecierati(m. The 
mean value increase sharply in M2 compared vlth H^  but are s t i l l 
below those of control. In II3 a slight decrease vas observedi 
in the H4 a stagnation and in M5 the mean values are around those 
of control in all genotype. If the individual genotypes are 
exceeded the mean of the c<Hitrol :ln the K4 and Mg. It vas very 
difficult to See the response of different genotypes. In general 
al l genotypes react in the same way. The specific response to 
mutagenic treatoents vas not found in the studies of the quantita-
tive (^aracter of the sev«i high selected varieties of TrU l^eua 
&tf.tilY«a mU&CSL to later generatiois, 
Gustafsson, Ludqulst and Khetn (B73) studied yield analysis 
after repeated tautagwaic treataent and selection in barley* Grains 
were treated for 1, 2 or 3 years, in ld€D-62, either singly with 
neutrons (N) or ethyl methane sulphonate (K) or with combined 
treatment ^ , NJS, m% nw sjaultimeously, a series with untreated 
and unselected (C) populatlcxis was used gKC, EC, CCC, NN, NC, 
HCC md ail were compared with intmsely selected control in 2 
varieties. Chlorophyll nutations and their components of grain 
yield, grain per row, yield per plant, spike per row, spike per 
plant and plant per row and interaeticn of these components with 
loeaticn, If treatmcmt give rise to selection deftiitely superior 
to S treatment combining 19 and E gave no advantage* 
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S«thl (3974) studied induced mutatici of plant breeding 
si^ificance in barley. 
In order to obtain beneficial viable nutations in ( 194 
barley (^ordega sativqp jess} dry dormant seeds vere treated with 
different doses of EHS, gansaa ras«, 32 P and 32S. TwKxty two 
of the 147 viable mutant types scored in the Mg and confirmed 
in Hg generation, viz,. Dwarf, erectoides, st i ff straw very 
early, early profuse tillering, synchronous tillering, late 
leaf - s«ieseenee, long bzoad leaif, dark green, thick stiff 
eulffl, male sterile, thick grain, double floret, brittle otck, 
multinodosurn cum-aonopodial branching, many noded dwarf, thick 
culm dwarf, and long penduaeled dwarf, of plant breeding 
significance are described. 
Minoeha and Saini {i973> studied mutatim fretjuency In 
barley following treatment with IMS or gamma r«3^  and post 
treatment with GA« 
Stisyl methanesulphonate and gamma radiation treated seed^ 
of barley were soaJced in distilled water or 1000 PPM gibberellic 
acid for two houi« to study the effect of the post treatrntnt on 
the chlorophyll autaticn frequmoies* Post soaking in water 
resulted in reduction in mutation frequ«fieiet, Hutation fre* 
quenoies following mutagens plus 04 treatmmts were slii^tly 
more as cosipared to mutagens plus water treatment, Maximum 
mutation frequencies, however, were obtained when no post treat-
ment was given. 
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Das and Mukh»rJ«« (1973) ituditd effect of gannia radiation 
and ethyl aetbane sulphcnate on seedi, cuttings and pollen In 
giapea. 
Studies on the effect of acute ganraa irradiaticn on seeds, 
cuttings and pollen of grapes )»^9 shovn that an exposure of 
2-6 Kr and 10 Kr, was optimum for unrooted, donaant cuttings and 
vet stratified seeds, respeetivelsr. No conclusive exposure data 
vera obtained In regard to pollsrk Irradiation. SHS treataitfit 
of seeds has indicated that a concentration of 0.2-O.5 would 
be effective. In a eooparative study of seed treatment vith 
gaeama rays and ^IS, mB treatmmlts were found to be less injurious 
to growth attributes as compared to ff^ima, rays. 
Harahari and Bora (3373) studied radiation induced spikelet 
abnormal it ies and mutations in rice. The occurrence of Induced 
morphological changes In an irradiated population is a COSISCQ 
phenomonon. The relative radiostnsitivities of species in 
respect of these changes may perhaps be taken as an index of the 
degree of their genetic variability. 
Extensive use of ionizing I'adiation has been made on the 
toducticn of cytogenetic effects in rice following the work of 
Ichijima (1934) and iPmiah and ParthaSartfay (3938). During the 
course of studies on the differential radio sensitivities of 
Several varieties of rice, morphological changes of a vide 
Spectrum have been observed. 
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S&lnl and Shama (3973) itudlod radi&ticn Induced varia-
tion In rlca imprOTaocit. Dry laadf of two rice varieties vlx. , 
Jhcna 349 end Punjab and Taichung*! of Taiwan and Fg of crosses 
between than were treated with 2) 5r, 30 Kr, 45 Kr and 50 Kr of 
gamma r&ys from a Co® sources. To study the variability in 
SQ generation, space plant rowS from 40 randcraly selected % 
panicles of each treatm&it and the respective controls were 
grown In Split plot des i^ with three r^lieations. The mean 
value of a character is 38 out of 43 treated populations ressained 
unchanged inspite of increase in the variance while in the 
r^ainlng TO eases it recorded significant and unidirecticnal 
Shift fr03 that of the control. The genetic variance in the 
hybrid material was greater in magnitude than that obtained in 
the pure type for a l l the character and except for t i l l ers per 
plant it further increased after irradiation, showing a 
supplementary effect to the variance noitaally released by 
hybridizaticn. I t was concluded that for effecting ia^roveoent 
in vari^ui economic characters of rice plant, hybridization 
followed by irradiation may be better than hybridization alone. 
3oud (1966) studied induced mutation in bread wheat. To 
evaluate the effieiffiicy of treatment with gamma rays, fast 
neutrous and E^ in producing mutations in qualitative characters 
in bread wheat as e3q)erifflent was conducted with s ix varieties 
(N.P. 876, H.P, 872, N.P. 870, H.P. 863 and W.P* 862), Treated 
and control seeds of a l l the s ix varieti^i were sown in the 
field. The growth and survival was much hampered in EMS treat-
ments 30 Kr, gamma Irradlaticn. H.P, 370 was much less affected 
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by MS %T99Ammt as caopar«d to N.P, 876, vtiU« th« Iat«r w&s 
relatively more resistant to gasraa irradHaticn, Abcnit 10 a»d 
35^ of ehlaeras were obstrved in gaasa and IMS treated plants 
r-p-ctivriy to H^  g«,r.tlon. Th. .p.etr<» «>d fr«,a«e7 of 
visible mutatiOGS were studied In Mg generaticn. The ehlorc^hyll 
and viable oatation frequency was very high in B»0 treataeots 
followed by gaaiaa irradiations. The miitatiaQ frequency varied 
with variety H.P. 87D was highly tsatable whereas N.p. 662 was 
rather stable with the other varieties falling in between gaasa 
irradiAtion produced more of &]Ji|a£ and speltoid sutations, 
whereas EifS produced more of Xanthaf viridis subcompaetoid, 
eOfspactoid and sphaeroeocooid autations. The nutatlcxi spectruis 
was considerably increased In WiB treatosnts. 
Kaicker and Swarup (3072) studied induced autation in roses. 
It has been possible to obtain nutations for flower colour in 
3 cultivars of rose viz. Christian ^ior, ^esn Elisabeth and 
Kiss of Fire after gaivsa irradiation, which aight be of direct 
eoaaiercial iaportanee as they are found to deviate from other 
types. Five to t«n Kr of gaaaa rays has proved to be the best 
for treataent of donsant buds. 
Ooraaney of buds induced after both gaaaa irradiation and 
eheaieal treatt&ents ]0 kr of gaiama rayi proved toxic to all the 
cultivaffs and treata^ts including JfH0 ( N-nitroso n - methyl 
urethane ) 1^ (Sthyl oethane sulphonate) B I (Ethylsne asine) 
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in dlffcrmt con cm t rat Ions In o<Mblnatiaci with (DHS sulphoxldt) 
havo b9«Q trittd on groving plants. Dipping ImdB in nm and EMS 
results In mutants for colour In Christian - Dior and reduction 
In petal ntsaber in kiss of Fire respectively, laproveaent of 
rose, a very heterozygous plant with Improvtment of rose coistl-
tuticQ through conventlonal breeding methods are difficult and 
slow and does not offer auch success. Mutation in roees hare 
been obtained through Irradlatlco using x-rays by Gel in (2055) 
droertsij (1965) and Chan (1966). 
Lobana and Kewal Krisbna Vezna (1978) studied genetic 
regulation of chromososie pairing in D»lnh%i^ i^ . The inter-
nuclear distribution of unlvalsnts was analysed in several 
partially asyns^tle plants obtained from Irradiated and inbred 
populatico of ^f^pt^^ia|. It was observed that in all the three 
Inbred plants the distribution pattern deviated significantly 
from a normal or poissoa type of distribution, one of these 
plants was found to show pr^OQdertnce of two extreme classes 
of cells. One showing complete blvalsnt formation, the other 
Showing all the chromosomes as unlvalcits. This indicates that 
the control of chromosomes pairing and ohlasma formation in a 
cell is based to some extant <m qualitative rather than purely 
qualitative type of gmetic deteminatlan. On the basis of al l 
the observations It has been coo eluded that the genetic control 
of chromosome pairing and ehiasma formation involves major 
ganes and some modifiers. 
ii5 
mmtjm (1^74) eonciuettd eytofaaotle analysis of th* 
aut&fci C - •ff«ct of triftmetidial nltpogin ntgitard (HS^ ) on 
4py £smJ& cagUlarJ^ i-. »••»• a»d©r tht •ffact of trifuQc-
tiOQ&l sustain (HH^ ) on S» fiifiilUxIS. *Mds prodtieed a consider-
abia ntimbar of ehroaatids abtrratlons. This is attributed to 
diraet matagtn reactioa vith chronctomes in the period of toitial 
growth (Ql) causing potential changes which becone true breaks 
at the tiae of their replication • M«D.3. 
Eonnenkaiip, Gore and Hasklns (107S conducted genetic 
studies of induced autwits in i^el^Qtus ^U^ vith reference to 
inheritance md conplwentation of six additional chlorophyll 
deficient autant. 
Sidoroya (1^75) conducted study of natural and Induced 
autability of autants (exwplified by E# sativm Ii. autants). 
To d^eraine whether autants differ froa initial fons 
in character of hereditary variability, the rate and spectrun 
of natural and ethyl aethane sulphonate induced autations were 
studied in 4 autants and the initial fora of pea ( P^ s^ ii^  sativtfflK 
The data shoved that in peas, and probably in other culture. 
The Selection of autant foras autoaati<»lly lead to an increase 
of the rate and broadming of the spectrun of hereditary 
variability and aorphogsnesis, ii called destabilising. 
FOTURB ?tm OF WQiRK 
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Chapter I4« 
F0TOSB PLAH or O^RK 
The ftittare plan of vork is 
Induct ion of autation 
Induction of polyploidy 
Cytologlc&l Investigations and 
^brldlsatlcn. 
The taxa to be inirestlgated are sevtn ipecles of 
inig i^iiBhl^  ptatolfttft «^ss* 
Ruellla ^t^tftllma C r^tseb. 
msHUtk %ma9^ Z'inn. 
fo study t^« sad treata«it of seed« seedlings and vhole 
plant «lth physical and eh^leal autagens, e»g, preparation of 
phosphate buffer stock solution, treatnent with ®4S, oiS, Caffeta 
etc. in phosphate buffer solution and other gsneral methods* 
ii7 
QiSt9Tmt atthods of tr^atsmt of r«s«areh m«terlal vlth 
eolehleiiic for Induction of polfplQiAy will b* usod* 
For cytologleal investigatiois eoIl«eticii mA fixfttion of 
material in suitable fixativts will b« carried out. Aeetooaraini 
staia vi l l be prepared* Slides vi l l be prepared vlth amear or 
squash teetolque* The study will Include the diff^tfit stages 
of cell divisioii, e.s, prophasey laetaphase, anaphaset talphas e, 
linkage and crossing overt ehiasiaa formatioi, ehrotsosome laorpho-
logy, crossing overt spontaneous and induced ehromosoaal aberra-
tions, change in form and relative sise of chroaostHieSt chraao-
soaal association etc* 
To study sooe major principles Involved in a hybridization 
programciet the selection of the parental strains and a genersl 
method of handling the hybrid material etc* These are following 
aspe t^ss 
Selection of parental material 
Handling of hybrid material 
Barly testing 
Pedigree method 
Back cross aethod 
Multiple crosses 
Conbining ability 
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